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Canada Approves CeQUAM
by David Hughes
Ottawa Ontario ... Canada's Department of Communications ( DOC) has
selected Motorola's C-QUAM system as
its national AM stereo standard.
In a 21 March announcement published in the Canada Gazette, which is
similar to the US Federal Register, the
DOC indicated that AM stations operating with stereo systems other than CQUAM have one year—until 31 March
1988—to convert to C-QUAM or cease
broadcasting in stereo.
The DOC, which develops and defines
Canada's technical broadcasting regulations, said in its Gazette statement: "The
AM stereo broadcasting transmission
standard to be used in Canada will be
based on the Motorola C-QUAM system.

The department will issue an AM stereo
broadcasting transmission standard
shortly!'
Canada joins Brazil and Australia as
nations that have formally endorsed the
Motorola system as anational standard.
No nation has yet selected the rival
Kahn/Hazeltine ISB system as a standard, however several, including Japan,
are still studying the issue.
The US has refused to select asystem,
opting instead for a "marketplace" decision. To date, only about 10% of US AM
stations have gone stereo, with the some
350 selecting C-QUAM and less than 100
using the Kahn system.
The DOC ruling officially ends an "experimental" period in which Canadian
stations were free to test the C-QUAM,
Kahn or other systems. The experimen-

tal period was initiated in September
1982.
According to figures compiled in 1986
by the Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB), about 50 ( about 12%) of
Canada's 435 AM stations had gone stereo—and the majority of those, 42, were
using the C-QUAM system. Only eight
had selected the Kahn system.
The influential CAB, which late last
year recommended that the DOC select
C-QUAM, stressed that its recommendation was based on "marketplace forces"
and not on technical considerations.
"It was primarily amarketplace decision," said Mario Pittarelli, the DOC's
director of broadcast engineering, planning and standards. "There was an overwhelming consensus to go to the Motorola system."

AM Issues Kick Off NAB Show
by Alex Zavistovich
Dallas TX ... Acceptance of avoluntary
national preemphasis standard and
selection of an AM stereo broadcast system were strongly encouraged by FCC
Mass Media Bureau Chief Jim McKinney
during opening remarks at the AM Improvement Session of the NAB's 41st annual broadcast engineering conference.
Before a near-capacity audience,
McKinney spoke in favor of the NRSC
preemphasis/deemphasis standard,
maintaining, "The NRSC objective is to
overmodulation and occupied bandobtain technical comparability with
width.
FM ... You have achoice to join other
In it, Klein concluded that the primary
AM broadcasters in your area to improve
the whole band!'
McKinney also urged the group to
make a decision regarding AM stereo.
"Every month that you postpone the installation of the system you believe has
won the marketplace battle you suffer,"
he said.
"Those who counsel falsely that you
should wait a little while longer—wait
until more studies are made ... those
broadcasters are doomed in this age of
consumer interest in better quality," he
continued.
McKinney's remarks were followed by
anumber of papers, including apresentation on the NRSC standard by Delco
Engineer Bill Gilbert and NewCity
Continental's new 817R-5 combines
VP/Engineering John Marino, both
two proven 816R-5 35 kW transmitters
NRSC members.
to offer broadcasters many operating
Marino spoke about concerns over the
advantages. The 817R-5 uses husky
proposed 10 kHz bandwidth recommencomponents and is built to give many
dation of the committee, noting that "10
years of dependable service. The first
kHz audio will gain us alot more listen8I7R-5 has been shipped to KABL, San
ers than 3 kHz audio!'
The presentation was followed by an
Francisco. For product data, call your
implementation panel, during which
local Continental Sales Manager.
broadcasters questioned NRSC members
Transmitters Ito 50 kW AM and to 70 kW FM. antenas.
about the standard.
eL
Also during the session, Harrison
Klein, PE with San Francisco-based consulting engineers Hammett & Edison, i
* aDivision of Varian Associates. Inc.
PO Box 276979
presented his paper on modulation,

cause of splatter interference is "the
presence of excessive high frequency
content in the audio signal that modulates the carrier."
Splatter interference is minimized by
filters before modulation, clippers in processors or transmitter inputs, and elimination of DC level shift in AM transmitters, he said.
Kahn Communications President
Leonard Kahn, disagreeing with Klein's
conclusions, spoke about AM modulation theory and measurements.
"There is no practice that can, under
normal conditions, cause more adjacent
channel interference than overmodula(continued on page 3)
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70,000 watts FM

Apart from the CAB's support for CQUAM, Pittarelli said the Radio Advisory Board of Canada, which represents
awide range of other broadcast associations, also supported the Motorola system.
He added that the CBC, while not saying whether it favored Motorola or Kahn,
indicated that it favored the selection of
a single AM stereo system.
In a prepared statement, Canada's
Communications Minister Flora MacDonald maintained that the selection of
C-QUAM as the nation's AM stereo standard is a "first step toward improved
AM." She added that the AM band in
Canada, like in the US, has "faced a
gradual decline in popularity!'
Kahn refuses comment
Kahn Communications President
Leonard Kahn refused to comment to
RW on whether he thought the Canadian decision would affect the on-going
battle between his system and C-QUAM
in the US.
However, Motorola AM Stereo Manager Frank Hilbert said he was "absolutely
pleased" with Canada's decision. "Igive
(the DOC) a tremendous amount of
credit ... for sorting through adifficult
decision!'
While he was hesitant to speculate
how the decision would impact the US
market, Hilbert said that he believed it
would increase the rate at which AM stations switch to stereo.
Another Motorola official added that
he thought the decision would encourage some of the 90% non-stereo US
AMers that are now "sitting on the
fence" to select the C-QUAM system.
Hilbert also said that Motorola is involved in about 15 other countries in its
efforts to develop a world AM stereo
standard.
CAB Senior VP/Radio Pierre Nadeau,
(continued on page 4)
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Reading Service Band Denied
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... Radio reading services, which provide an audio service for
visually handicapped people, will not be
getting achunk of FM spectrum reserved for them.
Instead, the "talking book" services
will have to continue relaying their programming via the subcarriers of noncommercial radio stations.
The FCC, in an order issued 20 February, rejected arequest by the Association of Radio Reading Services (ARRS)
that the 220-225 MHz band segment be
allocated for use by radio reading services for the blind and print handicapped.
"We believe that the existing means for
providing reading services are sufficient," the FCC said.
The ARRS had contended that the current practice of using FM subcarriers for
reading services, especially with the
need for special subcarrier receivers,
makes it difficult for handicapped people, especially those on fixed incomes,
to receive the services.
Subcarriers faulted
The ARRS, which represents 152 radio
reading service outlets, maintained that
the existing subcarrier-based reading
services reach only asmall percentage of
visually handicapped persons.
In a petition filed with the FCC last
year the ARRS said that only about
150,000 print handicapped persons now
listen to subcarrier reading services,
leaving as many as 2.4 million unserved.
It added that reading services also face
problems with ever-tightening subcarrier
capacity in many markets.
Talking book services have to pay high
prices to lease the subcarriers and often
have to deal with inferior transmission
quality, the ARRS maintained.
In turning down the ARRS petition,
the Commission maintained that the

existing means for providing reading
services is "sufficient." It said that FM
subcarrier usage has lagged in many
markets.
The FCC added that the ARRS did not
document its claims that there are areas
where radio reading services cannot obtain a subcarrier.
Most major markets, the Commission
said, have more than one non-commercial FM station each with related subcarriers. It also maintained that less expensive subcarrier receivers could be
produced.
The Commission also said that it was
"unconvinced that the cost (to the consumer) of service at 220 MHz would indeed be significantly less" than with the
current use of subcarriers.
"We expect agrowing number of (subcarrier) outlets to be available for radio
reading services with the addition of
new FM radio stations and growth in alternative media outlets," the FCC said in
its February order.
It added that FM subcarriers are not
the only medium for reaching print-handicapped people.
Bob Watson, who handles legislative
and governmental affairs for the ARRS,
told RW that the FCC's actions "were a
bit misguided." He said the Commission
divided the 220-225 MHz band between
amateur and mobile paging services,
and rejected, "without even acomment
period," the ARRS request for the band.
He said his organization plans to file
a petition for reconsideration.
Lower SCA fees
In a related issue, the FCC has extended its comment and reply deadlines
on aproposal, also filed by ARRS, to require noncommercial FM licensees to allow radio reading services to use their
subcarrier capacity on an " incremental
basis."
The FCC's inquiry, which was released

clianguaid

Broadcast Audio
Consoles

in February, originated from an ARRS
petition filed in May 1986.
According to the FCC, the ARRS maintained that "allowing public radio stations to use subsidiary channels for remunerative purposes has had unanticipated negative effects on reading services for the visually impaired."
The ARRS contended that the FCC
had not established guidelines regarding
charges for subcarrier services thereby
creating a great variance among fees
charged.
Commenting on the petition, the
Commission maintained that the ARRS
has provided little evidence that the use
of subcarriers for remunerative purposes
by noncommercial stations was actually
harming the reading services.
But the FCC did acknowledge that
there was "agreat disparity among stations in the amount of the charges imposed on the reading services."
In asking for an extension on the comment deadlines, the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting (CPB) said that more
time was needed to collect information
about the prices that stations are charg(continued on page 4)
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Employment Figures
In March, the Commission released
its 1982-1986 employment trends in
the broadcast industry and they indicate that white males continue to
dominate broadcast engineering
The figures show that of the 32,472
"technicians" in both radio and TV,
28,10Z or 86.6%, are males. Only
6,188, or 19.1%, are minorities, and
only 4,365, or 13.4% are women.
The ranks of minorities and women
in engineering are increasing—albeit
slowly. In 1982, only 17.2% of technicians were minorities and 11.7% were
females.
Minorities and womens' numbers
are greater in other radio/TV job
categories.
In the "office/clerical" category,
women make up 87.7%, with minorities comprising 26.2%. Women make
up 46.9% of all sales workers, 30.3%
of "professionals" and 30.1% of "officials and managers." Minorities make
up 60.2% of "service" personnel,
40.7% of "laborers" and 18.6% of
"craftsmen."
Of all jobs at broadcast stations,
women make up 374%, while minorities include 16%. Both figures are up
less than 3% since 1982.
Complete state-by-state reports can
be inspected at the Mass Media Bureau's EEO Branch, Room 7218, 2025
M Street NW, Washington DC 20554.
The employment reports can be purchased from International Transcription Services, call 202-857-3800.
Synchronous Transmitters
The FCC has set 4May and 3June
as the deadline for comments and reply comments, respectively, on the issue of allowing more widespread use
of synchronous AM transmitters.
On 15 January, the Commission issued a Notice of Inquiry proposing
that AM stations be able to use carefully synchronized transmitters on
their original frequency to fill in gaps
or to extend their coverage area.
Several AMers have already received experimental authorizations to
conduct synchronous tests.
The FCC docket number is MM
87-6. For more information contact
Bernard Gorden at 202-632-9660.
Revised Form 301
The FCC has issued arevised version of Form 301, the application for
aconstruction permit at acommercial
station. The Commission maintained
that it will continue to accept the old
form until 30 April.
Starting 1May, only the revised version will be accepted. Use of the new
301 will "help reduce application
processing time," the FCC added.
Copies of the new form can be obtained from the FCC's Operations
Support Division and Supply Branch,
Room B-10, 1919 M St. NW, Washington DC 20554, or by calling 202-6327272.
For more information contact the
FCC's news media information office
at 202-632-5050.
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New Life for Carts at Exhibits
by Judith Gross
Dallas TX ... Breakthrough audio technologies breathed new life into the traditional cart machine on the NAB exhibit
floor dispelling, at least for now, the belief that the old stand-by is on its way out
of the radio station.
Two years ago digital store and playback units using hard and floppy disk
technology were being touted as replacements for cart machines.
But these have failed to gain acceptance among radio users, and this year
there were state-of-the-art improvements—analog as well as digital—to cart
machines.
DAT arrives
ITC/3M broke new ground with the
3M HCDA 3000 Digital Audio System.
It's a 16-bit linear system one part of
which resembles a traditional cart machine, and uses the same 3M data cassette used in computers—but with Digital Audio Tape inside.
Each cartridge has 200 feet of tape
played at 52 ips in what the company
calls a "serpentine" configuration.
The DAT head moves across all 32
tracks on the tape, one track at atime,
each time the tape reverses direction.

The system accomodates either 48 or
44.1 kHz sampling rate, which is automatically detected during playback.
According to ITC/3M, worst case time
for cueing to aspecific cut is 15 seconds.
A recorder/reproducer is priced at
$13,500, the reproducer alone is $6750,
with delivery slated for the end of this
year.

get feedback from radio engineers and
is not yet available as a product.
Dolby would have to design an OEM
SR card specifically for cart machines,
according to PR&E, which could be
either incorporated into the machines, or
used as an add-on.
RW will have a complete review of the
NAB convention in the IMay issue.

CD Cart
Another digital offering designed to
look and act like acart machine was the
Denon CD Cart Player shown in Allied
Broadcast Equipment's booth.
The DN-950F is a playback unit for
CDs, but instead of loading a CD
directly into the machine, it uses hard
plastic cartridge cases designed for
CD-ROM.
The CD Cart Player cues to music, and
marks the beginning and end of acut.
Denon is pricing its CD cart player at
$1200-1500 with September availability
Analog not dead
One new application of emerging technology shown at the convention was not
digital.
Pacific Recorders & Engineering
showed the first use of Dolby SR as an
outboard unit for acart player in adem-

Show Highlights NRSC
Standard, AM Concerns
(continued from page 1)
tion of atypical AM transmitter," Kahn
said.
Kahn stressed in his paper that his
main purpose was to "dispel the slightest
doubt that sharp edges and overmodulation of AM transmitter signals have a
tremendous effect on splatter!'
Alan Parnau, an engineer with ABC/
Cap Cities, presented a design for a
broadband antenna-matching network

onstration using the Tomcat.
Dolby SR is an encoding-decoding
technology designed to increase the performance of analog tape recorders. It reduces distortion and tape saturation.
Pacific Recorders said the addition of
Dolby SR to the Tomcat resulted in a
dynamic range of 92 dB.
The Tomcat-SR demo was shown to

for a single tower, non-directional
station.
Grant Bingeman discussed "econorn
ical" directional antenna systems.
Other topics presented in the AM Improvement session included digital AM
modulation, diplexing antenna systems
and alternative antenna sites and
configurations.
RW will present full coverage of the NAB
convention in the 1May issue.
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The MRC-1600 Microprocessor Remote Control offers
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system interconnections is easy.
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can store and play up to 99 individual messages
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FCC Decision on Tap for DST
by Alex Zavistovich
Washington DC ... At RW's press time
in late March, an FCC decision was expected in early April on increased presunrise authorization (PSA) power levels
for daytimers affected by the recent advancement of daylight savings time
(DST).
However, comments filed with the
Commission indicate that many broadcasters, especially owners of clear channel facilities, disapprove of the FCC's
proposed remedy, which involves the
grant of aminimum of 50 W PSA power
to daytimers.
The Commission's decision to change
AM daytimers' presunrise operations
was prompted by the DST extension
passed by Congress last year. Under the
new law, clocks have been turned one
hour ahead on the first Sunday in April,
rather than the last. This year, DST began on 5 April.
For daytimers, the change means loss
of an hour of full power morning drive
time.
Louis Stephens of the FCC Mass Media Bureau International Branch predicted, however, that adecision on PSA
will be made and action will be taken by
the Commission in time to inform daytimers that would be affected.
According to the FCC's proposal, daytimers with presunrise authorization
(PSA) of less than 50 W, or those which
do not qualify for a PSA level, will be
able to operate at 50 W beginning daily
at 6 AM during the DST extension.
Daytimers already authorized to operate with more than 50 W PSA would
continue to do so, the Commission
maintained.
The 50 W PSA level applies only from
the first Sunday in April to the last day
of April, the FCC stressed.
But two alternative courses of action
are possible by the FCC, Stephens said.
The Commission may either decide to
adopt the proposal for this year and
"give further thought to later years," or

an interim action may be chosen, allowing stations to use the 50 W limit even
though it had not been officially
approved.
Regardless of the Commission's decision, Stephens said stations must notify
the FCC of their intent to broadcast using PSA operating power. The FCC said
it "intends to perform the necessary
calculations and to issue authorizations
to all affected stations in time for use next
April."
Broadcasters were generally critical
about the higher PSAs; however, there
was some support. Of the comments
filed, only the Maryland- DC- Delaware
Broadcasters Association ( MDCD), a
trade association of radio and television
stations in the Mid-Atlantic region,
wholeheartedly urged adoption of the
Commission's proposed rule change.
"By amending its rules," MDCD said,
"the Commission balances the goal of
providing relief to AM daytime-only stations with the objective of minimizing
interference to other broadcast stations!'
The FCC's proposal was also supported in part by the NAB, which expected that the change would generally
"provide useful benefits for daytimeonly stations and their listeners without
causing significant interference to other
stations!'
However, the NAB called particular attention to situations for which the 50 W
grant to some daytimers might "significantly impair the normally protected 0.5
mV/m groundwave contour of other AM
stations!'
In those cases, the NAB urged the
Commission "to weigh 'carefully whether the special circumstances involved in
this proceeding ... would afford daytimers currently not entitled to PSA
operation arange of PSA power during
extended DST, based on their actual interference potential!'
Price Communications, owner of five
clear channel stations, opposed extending the PSA "on Class Ichannels
where aminimum power is proposed."
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According to Price, "any increases in
presently authorized power will result in
additional interference to service rendered by the clear channel stations,
clearly above and beyond that which
would result from only achange in operating time impacted by the earlier effectiveness of DST during the month of
April."
A "potentially highly destructive" effect on clear channel stations would result from increasing power to a 50 W
minimum, "even for the limited time
proposed," Price contended.
The Association for Broadcast Engineering Standards ( ABES) also held that
the Commission's proposal would result
in added interference.
"The need for aminimum is based on
the recognition that presunrise protection to the protected primary groundwave and secondary skywave contours
of Class Istations cannot be provided at
the stated minimum!' ABES maintained.
"The result," the association said, "will
be interference of a nature that cannot
be offset by the new services provided
at the minimum power!'
In atechnical report filed in response
to the docket, A. D. Ring & Associates,
aWashington DC-based consulting engineering group, stressed that allowing 50
W for each daytimer from 6:00 AM to

sunrise "would cause mammoth interference to the nighttime skywave and
groundwave service of the US Class I
stations!'
According to the firm's study, "Class
Istations can lose thousands of square
miles of groundwave service while each
daytime station will pick up only asmall
amount!'
Further, Ring held, "any service lost by
the Class Istation is now exisiting service
which will not be replaced and may well
result in the creation of ' white' ( unserved) areas!'
In its filings, the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service (CCBS) maintained that
"the proposal to alter the hours of operation of daytime stations ... fails to protect the public's interest in receiving interference-free service ... "
As a compromise measure, CCBS
urged the FCC to "balance the public's
interest in receiving interference-free
service by at least preserving the 0.5
mV/m groundwave service offered by
Class Istations while permitting daytimers to operate with aminimum of 10
VV!'
Noting that the Commission's 50 W
proposal "was tried once before and resulted in massive interference," CCBS
suggested that its own compromise
would "preserve irreplaceable wide area
groundwave service."
FCC docket number is MM 87-3. For
additional information, contact Louis
Stephens at the FCC: 202-254-3394.

Canada To Go C-QUAM
(continued from page 1)
who monitors the AM stereo issue for
his association, said he "did not know"
if the DOC ruling would encourage the
US to select a single standard.
Receiver standards
The DOC ruling only applies to the
stereo transmission standard and has no
bearing on receivers, Nadeau added.
However, the CAB last year also recommended to the DOC that by 1990 all
AM receivers sold in Canada should be
stereo capable. The DOC has yet to rule
on this proposal.

According to Nadeau and Pittarelli, the
DOC has also opened aformal comment
period on apreemphasis standard and
band-limiting criteria, which have already been adopted in avoluntary standard by the NRSC in the US.
"Such standards," the DOC said in the
Gazette, "would result in uniform AM
broadcasting audio processing and
would encourage receiver manufacturers
to adopt complementary circuitry leading to improved audio quality."
For more information, contact Mario Pittarelli at 613-990-4950, or Pierre Nadeau at
613-233-4035.

Services Denied FM Band
(continued from page 2)
ing reading services to lease their subcarriers.
According to Watson, the CPB is doing an investigation on "the nonuniformity of the ( SCA) cost structure"
for radio reading services.
The original comment deadlines on
the matter had been set for March. The
new deadlines are 15 June for comments
and 29 June for reply comments.

RTW

The issue involving the reallocation of
the 220 MHz band is contained in Rulemaking 5434. For more information contact Raymond LaForge at the FCC: 202653-8155.
The issue of the SCA cost study is contained in FCC docket MM 87-9 and Rulemaking 5509. Contact Barbara Kreisman
at 202-632-7792. For more information on
the ARRS, contact Bob Watson at 612642-0848.
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Opinion
[-Readers'

Forum

Got something to say about
Radio World? Any comments on
articles? Call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers' Forum (
Radio World, Box
1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776).
On-the-job training
Dear RW,
Ihave read with great interest the
many fine articles in your paper since I
began my current position at this noncommercial Christian radio station in the
central part of the state.
Ihave finally been motivated to write
after reading Tim McCartney's article
about the general lack of interest in
broadcast engineering as acareer choice
for electronics students ( and others). I
found it quite interesting and would like
to relate a little of my situation.
KTIG is part of a two-station group
that used to have anetwork technical director in afull-time capacity serving both
stations.
When he left us in June of 1986 the
network board elected not to replace
him. That left us to fend for ourselves in
the technical area.
The management secured some local
help for emergencies, and Ihad the opportunity I wondered if I would get
without leaving here for a job somewhere else.
Ienrolled in the Associate Degree program with CIE and began my education
in electronics, with emphasis in broadcast (
not offered in the degree program
at school!). This emphasis is OJT. love
it!
The challenges offered me in the
technical area keep my interest sparked
constantly. Idon't love breakdowns, and
yet l love the challeage of trying to
track down those problems that are
keeping equipment from functioning
properly.
Of particular interest Inoted that Tim
mentioned the willingness of guys in the
field to help each other. This has certainly been true in my own situation also.
Obviously if CIE isn't giving me some
of the specific broadcast help that Ineed.
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Ihave to get it from somebody. Those
somebodys are Mark Persons ( I'm sure
many RW readers will remember his articles), Al Stewart from the Denver area
(who happens to be the engineer who
left us), and a local engineer from our
telco who has alot of helpful insights for
me.
I feel a little sorry for my college
friends who went into electronics and
went the computer route because then ,
was more of a "future" there.
Ilove my work ( Ialso do asix-hour airshift here M- F), and Icannot imagine
that those poor guys are as fulfilled in
their work as Iam. I'm looking forward
to afuture of more technical emphasis
and less on-air work. Ican hardly wait!
Iappreciate the help Iget from RW, especially articles which help me as abeginner to understand more of what's going on with my broadcast equipment
Mark W. Croom
KTIG-FM
Pequot Lakes, MN
AM Stereo garbage
Dear RW:
I've heard all the garbage Ican stand
about the AM stereo " issue." The
problem?
1. Motorola and Kahn each want a
monopoly.
2. The stations don't want to waste
$6,000 on the wrong system.
3. The FCC is afraid it will be sued by
the "sore loser" in astandard decision.
4. The receiver makers are afraid of
wasting millions on the wrong system
5. The listeners don't know anything
about AM stereo.
So what are the facts involved?
1. Motorola and Kahn aren't going to
give in because there is money and bragging rights to be collected.
2. $6,000 is alot of money to a500 W
daytimer, even though it is asmall portion of the cost of converting.

With the DOC's approval of C-QUAM as an AM stereo transmission standard, Canada joins the growing list of countries that have resolved the AM
stereo question.
As in Brazil and Australia, broadcasters and receiver manufacturers in
Canada now know what to expect and can proceed to improve the quality
of their AM service without further delay.
Presumably the same will be true of japan, once the BTA finishes its study
and recommends an AM stereo system.
Each country's choice of aparticular system is not as important as the fact
that the matter was resolved in a unified way. A process was undertaken
and it worked.
It's clear from those countries that have resolved the AM stereo standard
question that it takes the efforts of broadcasters, receiver manufacturers and,
if feasible, the government as well,
to move the AM stereo question
along.
Clearly, in the US such a
cooperative effort has been lacking.

Your
Move,
NAB

While our government's inability
to enter the fray is understandable
given its deregulatory posture, the
same cannot be said of the other factions involved.
Why haven't AM broadcasters and
receiver manufacturers, and the two organizations that represent them, the
NAB and the EIA, been willing to join forces to resolve the AM stereo
question?
It's particularly difficult to understand the reluctance on the part of AM
broadcasters, when many of them are fighting for their survival.
While the NAB has yet to respond to this need, there has been some interest from AM stations in the formation of an ad hoc committee to meet
with receiver manufacturers.
But NAB, which purports to represent the interest of AMers, is failing
to respond to an issue of critical importance to amajor part of its membership.
NAB should openly and clearly give its reasons for its unwillingness to
help resolve the AM stereo situation. Only then can NAB's membership
determine if the organization is pursuing the proper course.
--RW
3. The FCC's "raison d'etre" is its own
continued existence.
4. The receiver makers are doing aterrible job of promoting the few sets they
have made.
5. The folks who know anything
about AM stereo are not telling the listeners what they know.
Personal suggestions about what to do.
1. Forget Motorola, Kahn and the
FCC, since they don't operate in the
public interest.
2. Forget the listeners since they don't
have any way to decide the issue. It isn't
their fault or responsibility.
3. The station o.
,
old convince

AM STATIONS.

the receiver manufacturers to donate or
sell at cost abunch of multimode sets.
Give them away at drive time every day
for a month. Sell them dirt cheap on
MTV. Include them with newspaper
subscriptions. "Call now- 1-800" on late
night cable stations. Tell me that AM
people aren't the masters of low cost
promotion.
If this letter gets printed, the sequel
will contain the names of the real culprits
of the AM stereo situation. The story has
a surprise ending.
Robert Koch
Repair Shop
Greensboro, NC

NON- STEREO ONLY.

RW would like your help in determining what effect the NTIA's study of multisystem AM
stereo receivers will have on the AM stereo " stalemate."
Please check only one response below and mail this form to: RW NTIA Survey, PO Box
1214, Falls Church VA 22041.

III

1. If the NTIA study finds that multisystem receivers are the right alternative and asks
the FCC to protect both Kahn and C-QUAM pilot tones we will go stereo.

Coast, Pat Macsata (415-786-2198) Editor: Judith
(;ross; News Dept: David Hughes/Manager, Alex
Zavistovich;
Buyer's Guide:
Marlene

2. If the NTIA finds that a single system would be preferred over multisystem AM
stereo, we will go stereo.

Petska Lane;Eititor; Technical Consultant: John
Bisset; Circulation Manager: Marion Dana; Production Department: Jean Barnes/Manager; Gina
R. Rosario, Kelly Quill/Graphic Artists.

D

3. No matter what the NTIA study concludes, we will not go stereo.

Free subscriptions are available to professional
broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users.

OPTIONAL:

For address changes, send current and new address to RW a month in advance at the above

Name

address. Unsolicited manuscripts are welcomed for review; send to the attention of the appropriate

editor.

Title
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Telephone

City

(

)

State
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AMs To Get Interference Dollars
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... Florida AM stations
that had filed for federal funds to compensate them for improvements they
made to battle Cuban interference may
finally see some cash as early as this
spring.
Although the FCC had approved nine
compensation requests during the past
two years, it did not handle the actual
cash disbursements.
That is provided by the US Information Agency (USIA). However, adispute
over how to pay the approved claims
has, until now, blocked the release of any
funds.
As of mid-March, no station had seen
any compensation funds. "To my knowledge, nobody has received any funds,"
said Leonore Cunningham of the FCC
Audio Services Division.
However, USIA Counsel John Lindberg told RW that at least some stations
could receive their compensation checks
by spring or summer.
The Radio Broadcasting to Cuba Act,
which was approved in October 1983,
made the compensation program law.
The FCC completed the mechanics of a
compensation program the following
year.
Stations which made approved transmission system improvements to combat
increasing AM band interference from
Cuba could apply for federal funds.
Disbursement delays
According the USIAs Lindberg, Congress last summer appropriated $500,000
for the compensation program. How-

ever, because of legal questions involving how those funds should be paid, the
disbursement has been delayed.
Lindberg said the USIA had originally decided to pay the compensation
claims on afirst come, first served basis.
That would have meant that the first
six claims, which total just about
$500,000, would be paid in their entirety. The USIA requested the $500,000 after
the first six compensation claims were
approved.
However, since then, three more
claims had been approved by the FCC
—raising the total to about $1.5 million.
Lindberg said the USIA then examined
whether to use the $500,000 to pay all
nine claims on a pro-rated basis.
If that plan were approved, each of the
nine claimants would receive only aportion of their compensation and would
have to wait longer for the remainder of
the funds.
Eventually, the USIA decided on the
first come, first serve plan. Lindberg said
the first six claims will be processed and
paid by "spring!' He added that short
staffing at the USIA and its heavy caseload was also partly to blame for the
delay.
Those claims include $31,461 for
WINZ, Miami, $245,751 for WVCG,
Coral Gables, $84,027 for WIOD, Miami,
$113,271 for WNWS, South Miami,
$.
14,397 for WEAT, West Palm Beach, and
$12,165 for WSUN, St. Petersburg.
However, the three remaining claims,
approved by the FCC since the USIAs
orginal request for $500,000, will not be
paid until late 1987 at the earliest.
Lindberg said that asupplemental re-

quest for about $1million was submitted
by the USIA to Congress in January. "If
Congress approves it, we could see the
funds sent out in late 198Z" he added.
Those claims include $714,833 for
WQBA, Miami, $25Z631 for WKAT,
Miami Beach, and the latest approved
claim, a second recommendation for
WSUN of $18,980.
The second recommendation for
WSUN, technically the ninth claim approved by the FCC, brings the Commission up to date on the claims. "There are
no more claims on file according to
Cunningham.
Latest recommendation
In the latest compensation recommendation, the Commission on 25 February recommended that Taft Television
and Radio Company, former owner of
WSUN, St. Petersburg, receive $18,980
for its transmission system upgrades to
battle Cuban interference. CBS has since

NAB Titles Changed
Washington DC ... In an attempt to
make their roles within the organization
more clear, the NAB has given new titles
to four of its Science and Technology
Department employees, formerly referred to as simply "staff engineers."
Ralph Justus is now Director of Engineering, Regulatory and International
Affairs, while the Director of Spectrum
Engineering and Regulatory Affairs title
has gone to Mike Rau.
Ben Crutchfield now holds the title of

The System Is The Solution . . .
The Media Touch CD Multiplay System.
Exclusively From Allied!

$a
everal Multiplay units can feed
Touchscreen for prompt access to
thousands of cuts on hundreds of
CD's. While unit A is playing a disc,
the Media Touch controller is cueing
unit B, for instant back-to-back
segues.

ouchscreen song index displays every song in your
entire CD library — or just the ones on your current
playlist. The Media Touch CD Multiplay system can
randomly access 1000's of songs, but you're always
in complete control of what gets played.

rselect/cue/start

any song, just touch the
screen! That's all. No cut #' s to remember, no
complex cueing procedures. The DJ never
touches a compact disc! Even back-to-back CD
segues and crossfades are just a touch away.
Finally, talent can concentrate on the show, not
the equipment.

$
ince DJ's never handle the discs,
Multiplay units need not be located in
the air studio. Your music library is an
ideal location. CD's and mechanism
are protected behind a lockable,
tamperproof door. The Multiplay is
rugged and reliable — over 2000 units
are already working full-time in the
field.

A

single Touchscreen can access several
CD Multiplay units, each with 1000 + music
selections. What's more, the system easily
expands to control instacarts, reel to reel and
cassettes, and all the digital music storage formats soon to come.

Îl MEDIA
TOUCH

g

Call Your Nearest
Allied Sales Office

Director of Special Engineering Projects.
Ed Williams is the Director of Broadcast
Systems Engineering.
The new titles were conferred 9
March, an NAB spokesperson said.
Rau maintained that the titles were
created because they are more appropriate job descriptions. The new position
descriptions do not imply any change in
responsibility, he stressed.
For additional information, contact
Mike Rau at 202-429-5340.

7 he
1.Audiometrics CD Multiplay holds 100 Compact
Discs. Any of the 1000 + cuts available can be called
up from the Touchscreen for play. Superb audio quality
specs bring out the best in every CD.

r

he Media Touch control system is based on rugged,
reliable, industry- standard PC's, and special software
which can be easily updated to add new features. The
music director uses his or her own PC to update the CD
r
.;
library/playlist as often as desired.

purchased the station.
In March 1985, the FCC recommended
that Plough Broadcasting, which owned
WSUN before Taft, receive acompensation recommendation for $12,265.
Plough had filed for aspecial temporary authority ( STA) in April 1983 to
make changes in the station's daytime
and nighttime operations.
The FCC approved the daytime
changes in June 1983 and Plough made
those improvements. However, the authority for the nighttime changes was not
granted until after Plough sold the station to Taft in June 1984.
When the approval for the nighttime
changes was made by the FCC in December 1984, Taft subsequently made the
upgrade.
Since both Plough aand Taft had made
improvements to battle Cuban interference, the Commission determined that
each was eligible for compensation, thus
the two separate recommendations.
For more information on the compensation program, contact Leonore Cunningham at the FCC, 202-632-6485, or
John Lindberg at the USIA, 202-485-7976.

The Media Touch
CD Multiplay System

/ fyou're currently dubbing CD's to cart, the Media
Touch CD Multiplay system makes so much more
sense! It eliminates the added time and expense, and
degraded performance of carting CDs, plus, the
Touchscreen is much easier to use.
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Denver RF Levels Meet Limits
by Alex Zavistovich
Washington DC ... Results of a joint
FCC/Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) survey of RF radiation emissions
in Denver generally show levels considerably below the 1,000 /Mice standard set by the American National Standards Institute ( ANSI).
However, the antenna of Denver's
KYGO-FM, one of the stations tested, indicated radiation values as high as 10,000
¡LW/cm', and station management has begun work to correct the problem.
The RF level findings were summarized in a EPA- prepared report released in March on the joint survey,
which took place last September at the
Lookout Mountain broadcast antenna
farm. The survey was prompted by requests from Denver area residents and
city officials.
Measurements were taken both on
Lookout Mountain and in the nearby
development of Genessee, approximately five miles from the antenna farm, according to the FCC.
The main sources of RF radiation on
the mountain came from FM radio
broadcast antennas, the report concluded. The FCC noted that "typical
power densities near several residences
did not exceed 100 µW/cm 2," and that the
highest value found near the broadcast
towers along a public road was 580
µW/ cm 2.
The ANSI RF protection guide recommends alimit of 1,000 µW/cm 2.This
guideline is used by the FCC in "evaluating" environmental impact with respect
to RF radiation," the Commission said.
Results of the joint survey were wellreceived by Chris Odell, chairman of the
Lookout Mountain Civic Association, a
residential group which had pushed for
the measurements of the antenna site.
"It ( the survey) has given us some
peace of mind," Odell said about the
moderate RF emissions. "With afew exceptions, the radiation levels fall below
even the most stringent requirements set

for the area," he said.
Odell also addressed the issue of the
excessive emmissions recorded at the
KYGO antenna, noting that station management had unsuccessfully tried to
move its antenna for several years, but
had been met with "homeowner opposition" in the proposed new location.
Still, the station is working to resolve
the problem. The FCC commented that
KYGO management is working with the
FCC to "ensure that the public will not
be exposed to RF levels in excess of the
ANSI guidelines."
According to KYGO GM Wayne Phillips, the station is negotiating with a
tower lessor on Lookout Mountain to
have its antenna moved to another tow-

et at ahigher location. Negotiations are
"moving quickly," he said, and at press
time the station was expected to reach
an agreement by late March.
Phillips pointed out that the highest
reading of 10,000 µW/cm 2 was recorded
at the base of the antenna, directly below
the antenna bay. The furthest point from
the tower at which KYGO still exceeds
recommended standards is approximately 40 feet southeast of the tower base, he
said.
As atemporary measure, the EPA suggested afence be erected at the 40' line,
to limit public access to the area, Phillips
said. He maintained that such a fence
will be used until the antenna is moved.
According to the FCC, studies similar

YAMAKA
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to the one held in Denver were also conducted in Honolulu, Cougar Mountain
near Seattle, and Portland, Oregon.
The results of the Portland survey, released late in February, showed that the
highest power density anywhere in the
area was less than 700 µW/cm 2.An area
open to the public near the base of the
broadcast tower showed acontour of 500
µ1
///cm 2,the survey said.
4
Residents and health officials in the
Portland vicinity were concerned over
the findings, which in homes near the
site measured up to 200 µW/cm 2.The RF
radiation limit set by Multnomah County, in which Portland is located, is 200
µW/cm 2.
For additional information, contact
Robert Cleveland at the FCC: 202-6538169, Chris Odell at 303-861-2223, or
Wayne Phillips at KYGO-FM: 303-3210950.
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We'd like to introduce you to the REV7 and
SPX90 digital sound effects units. Each has 30
factory preset audio effects programs that can
help individualize your radio station's programming by offering unique, high- quality natural
(and unnatural) sound processing. Without adversely affecting your budget.
The REV7's 30 programs include large
and small hall, vocal plate, stereo echo, delays
and phasing. Each preset has up to seven userprogrammable parameters. So you can edit, then
store in RAM up to 60 more of your own custom
programs. The reverberation effects can be
tailored to sound silky smooth or hard core with
every variation in between.

The SPX90 features natural-sounding
reverb as well as afull range of sound effects such
as flanging, chorusing, stereo phasing and pitch
change. Compression and parametric equalization are two more useful signal processing functions the SPX90 offers.
And as with the REVZ the SPX90's presets
are user-programmable. We think you'll find its
versatility exceeded only by its cost-effectiveness.
Why not put our programs to work on yours.
And give your station some unique identification.
For complete information, write:Yamaha International Corporation, Professional Audio Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada,
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd.,135 Milner Ave., Scarborough, Ont., M1S 3R1.
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FCC Denies 225 MHz FM2 Band
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... The FCC has rejected aproposal to create asecond FM
band that could be used by daytimers
and other AMers that suffer from poor
coverage. However, the plan's backers
say the issue is not dead.
In mid-March, FCC Office of Engineering and Technology (OET) Chief
Thomas Stanley turned down Radio
New Jersey's (RNJ) proposal to create a
225-230 MHz "FM2" band. He indicated
that the frequency band was already reserved for military uses and could not be

reallocated for broadcasters.
According to RNJ Counsel Larry Robberts, Stanley maintained that the frequencies were vital to national security.
FM2 plan
RNJ, which owns WRNJ, a 2.5 kW
daytimer in Hacketstown, NJ, had asked
the FCC last November to allow daytimers and fulltime AMers with poor
nighttime signals to move to the 225-230
MHz band, which was dubbed FM2.
Eventually, according to the plan, the
AM operations would be discontinued
—and not replaced.

RNJ contended that the former AMers
would benefit by having fulltime operations on FM2, while the remaining AM
stations would face less clutter and
therefore be able to upgrade.
However, Stanley indicated in a 17
March letter to Roberts that the 225-230
MHz band is currently allocated "on a
primary basis only for government use
for fixed and mobile services;' primarily " to operations by the military
services."
"More specific information on systems
operating in this band is not available to
the public," the OET chief maintained.

THE NEW OPTIMOD®-AM 9100B

Audio processing for AM improvement.
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In the several years
since its introduction,
OPTIMOD-AM Model
9100A has become one
of the most-often used
tools for improving
AM audio.
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Plan not dead
Despite the rejection, Roberts stressed that the FM2 plan is not dead. In
addition to filing for reconsideration of
the OET's decision and asking for a
public comment period on the proposal,
Roberts said RNJ will look for anew frequency band.

We realized that the
government may have
regarded those
frequencies as
untouchable.

MODEL 91008

Now there is anew opportunity for AM improvement. Over ayear ago, the National Radio Systems
Committee brought broadcasters, equipment manufacturers, and receiver manufacturers together to talk about
avoluntary national transmission standard that would
make wideband high-fidelity AM radios practical.
Today, after hundreds of hours of discussion and
study, the standard finally exists that will allow receiver
manufacturers to increase and flatten their frequency
response without risk of increased interference. But for
them to do this, broadcasters must implement the
standard: a " modified 75µs" pre-emphasis specification
brightens up the sound on older radios while minimizing
interference to adjacent stations, while asharp-cutoff
10kHz low-pass filter specification protects the second
adjacencies by limiting occupied bandwidth.
Receiver manufacturers have stated their willingness
to replace their current AM receiver designs (with their
telephone-quality fidelity) with AM receivers having full
10kHz frequency response—but only if and when the
NRSC standard is fully adopted by broadcasters. For the
NRSC standards to be successful, broadcasters must
change over quickly. If the new high-fidelity receivers
generate complaints of interference caused by stations
not complying with the new standard, the receiver
manufacturers will revert back to the present low fidelity
3kHz designs! Everyone will lose.

Introducing the new Model 9100B:
It complies fully with the NRSC standard while
retaining the features that have made OPTIMOD-AM
Model 9100A the choice of so many stations concerned
about competing with FM. The 9100B increases coverage,
improves source-to-source consistency, and yields superb
quality on both voice and music. And, the new standard
allows us to make the new OPTIMOD-AM even louder!
Like its predecessor, the new 9100B can be
configured to operate optimally in mono, C-QUAMe
stereo, or Kahn stereo. Mono units can be field-upgraded
to stereo by simply plugging in additional cards.
For owners of OPTIMOD-AM Models 9100A
and the older 9000A:
We underscore our commitment to the new standard
with low-cost Field Upgrade Kits to add the NRSCstandard pre-emphasis and filtering. They are available
through your authorized Orban Broadcast Products Dealer.
To find our more about the NRSC standard, and
about Orban's new 9100B OPTIMOD-AM, or the Upgrade
Kits for the 9100A and 9000A, please call or write.
Why not copy this ad for others at your station who
would like to know what's in store for AM radio.

Orban was the first to propose and implement AM
pre-emphasis and low-pass filtering, and we were heavily
Orban Associates Inc.
involved in the Committee work and research. We
645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 USA
strongly endorse the new NRSC standard. It's good
Telephone (415) 957-1067 or (800) 227-4498 Telex 17-1480
engineering and good business, and we are making it
easy for all OPTIMOD-AM owners to comply.

°eon
OPTIMOD is a registered trademark of Orban Associates Inc.
C-QUAMI

Stanley said that the RNJ proposal
would "displace government operations
... Since those operations are vital to
national security interests, your proposal
cannot be accepted and does not warrant
consideration by the Commission."
He added that the FCC's finding "has
been coordinated" with the National
Telecommunications and Information
Administration ( NT1A), which sets communications policy for the Executive
Branch of government. The NTIA
"agrees with the action," Stanley
maintained.
RNJ President Larry Tighe said he was
aware there might be problems with the
band. "We were apprehensive to start.
We realized that the government may
have regarded those frequencies as untouchable."
However, Tighe, who has monitored
the 225-230 MHz band, said he has
never heard any use of it. "We still don't
know what the government uses it for,"
he added.

is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc.
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Roberts told RW that RNJ will ask the
FCC to look, instead, at the adjacent 220225 MHz band, located just above TV
channel 13.
Recently the Commission rejected a
plan to let radio reading services, which
produce audio programs for the visually handicapped, have access to that
band. ( See the related article in this
issue.) Those services currently use FM
subcarriers.
Still, Roberts and Tighe say that they
are more optimistic about their chances
with the 220-225 MHz band than they
were with 225-230 MHz. They point to
the FCC's recent decision to delay acontroversial decision to allow additional
land mobile use of the UHF TV
spectrum.
Land mobile questions
The Commission was expected to allow increased land mobile use of the
UHF TV band this spring. However, the
commissioners have since questioned
the validity of the data that indicated
there was apressing need for additional
land mobile spectrum.
That issue is related to the FM2 proposal in that the FCC had also planned
to give portions of the 220-225 MHz
band to land mobile, as well as to the
amateur service, according to Tighe.
If there is adispute about the need for
more land mobile spectrum, Tighe maintained, the Commission may be willing
to open the band to broadcasters. "Millions of people would be served by the
new (
FM2) frequencies," he said.
"This is the first step in along journey,"
Roberts added. "The idea is not deaCl."
For more information on the FM2
plan, contact Larry Roberts at 202-6594700, or Larry Tighe at 201-850-1000.
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When you (assuming you are an upper-level manager) begin looking for
someone in your ranks whom you can
groom for a promotion, you'll need to
understand two truths: any potentially
good managers will be diamonds in the
rough at best; and you'll never find the
perfect candidate.
Every one of them will have one or
more flaws. But so do you. But you've
learned to capitalize on your strengths
and minimize the liabilities of your
weaknesses. That's a sign of maturity,
which the candidates have not vet necessarily developed.
(continued on page 13)

How To Fill Your Own Shoes
by John M. Cummuta
Downers Grove IL ... When John
Wayne and Robert Ryan starred in the
"Flying Leathernecks" there was ascene
where the Duke's being transferred back
to the states.
Ryan, who has been the Exec of the
squadron, should be the natural to take
over, but he doesn't get the nod. The
Duke didn't recommend him.
There's atense moment when Wayne
tries to explain that it was probably his fault that Ryan wasn't
ready to take over. "After all,"
he said, " it's the commanding
officer's job to prepare his officers for command."
Ryan wasn't too receptive in
the movie, but the Duke's point
is well taken; and it's missed by
a majority of upper- level
managers in almost every
industry— especially broadcasting.
It's the responsibility of top
management to prepare those
on the next rung down to take
the reins. Not only for that
future day when the present
management will step aside,
but for all those times before
then when the boss is out of
town or otherwise unavailable.
If there's a leadership void
during those periods, the performance of the station will
suffer— and the top manager
has therefore failed.
If developing managers is a
prime responsibility of top
management, why are so few
actively doing it?
It takes ahigh level of maturity to be agood boss, because
•••
only the mature can admit that
they don't have all the answers.
Many times immature people are raised to levels of top
management, either because
they were very good at their
midlevel job, because they're
the owner's son-in-law, or
because there just wasn't
anyone else available.
Whatever the reason, they
are insecure about their own
abilities and worthiness for the
job.
This insecurity causes them
to act as if they do have all
answers, and as if they are allpowerful and omniscient.
But, if they attempt to train
anyone to be their second-incommand, they fear that their
inadequacies would become
obvious. So they remain the
Lone Ranger manager.
What I'm getting at is that if
you feel a strong internal
resistance to allowing someone
to take a bead on your job,
you're feeling insecure.
That insecurity may stem
from a self-esteem problem.
You're probably not feeling
confident about yourself in
your position, and there are
only two possibilities in that
John Cummuta is RW management editor and GM at WCFL,
Chicago. Call him at 312-9635000.

1986ME.Inc.

event. You're either right or you're
wrong.
Let's say you're right. The mature
thing to do is not to keep holding a
worthy candidate away from accepting
more responsibility, but rather to further
challenge yourself to improve your
knowledge and skills.
The idea is that if you're not really
worthy of your job, study and work on
yourself until you are. Then you can feel
free to give an up-and-comer achance

to develop to his or her full potential.
Even harder than finding the right person inside yourself is finding the right
person on your staff.
The more you study management
principles and observe good and bad
management in action, the more you'll
realize that good managers are rare
indeed.
In fact, you become painfully aware
that good potential managers are even
more rare.
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THERE'S AN IDEAL MIX
FOR YOUR STATION.
For many top rated radio broadcasters,
Pacific Recorders & Engineering consoles are
essential to their operations. Our family of consoles was designed from the same set of functional and operational specificatpins, with each
ascending model adding capabilities without
giving up features or performance in the process.
Since their introduction, more thali 750 of
our BMX on-air consoles heVe been installed.
There's now two models in the BMX family; the
legendary Series Il, and the new Series Ill (which
offers many more features with the same reliability and performance as the original BMX-II).
Aworkhorse for production, our flexible,
AMX console offers apowerful combination of
sophisticated stereo production and advanced
on-air features.
Because high quality multitrack capability
has become atop priority for more competitive
production, we designed the ABX-a serious
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multichannel, multi-featured production console
which retains the control features of the BMX
and AMX.
And, because it was high-time to improve a
'dismal equipment situation in news/edit rooms,
we've built the compact and versatile Newsmixer.
Five consoles. Five different systems
designed to help solve your station's unique operational problems-including the problem of operational ease since all our consoles have similar
ergonomic designs.
You'll need more technical information of
course, and we'll he happy to rush it to you. Just
pick-up the phone.
Hands Down, The # IChoice.
Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-3911 Telex: 181777
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Production: From Rat to Pro
by Tyree Ford
Baltimore MD ... OK! So you started
out working weekends on the air at the
local station.
Because you are driven to achieve, you
start hanging out in the production studio, working on your delivery and timing, waiting for that chance. Someone
could get sick, or even better, be hired
away to alarger market.
Until that time you remain hungry.
You remain constantly alert for opporTy Ford, aradio audio production consultant, helps stations optimize their use of production equipment and airstaff skills. He can
he reached at 301-889-6201.

tunities to prove your worth, to others
as well as yourself.
One day, while you're in the production studio putzing around with tape
echo, the door opens and asomewhat
anxious A/E pokes his/her head in. It's
the famous last minute copy change, and
it's your big chance.
Grabbing the copy and donut, you try
to metamorphasize your eagerness into
something resembling professional assurance.
Forty minutes later you emerge from
the studio with your finished master
production ( five years later you could
have done the job in ten minutes).
The A/E checks it out, plays it for the
client, gets an OK, and you head for the

traffic department to find out when the
spot hits the air.
For the next two weeks you listen
every time the spot runs. Each time you
pick the spot apart and put it back together again. Your friends start to think
you're alittle strange because you begin
turning the radio up during spot breaks,
instead of during music.
Before you know it, you've bought
your own splicing block, razor blades,
splice tabs, cue tips and head cleaner.
You keep them in asmall box inside a
turntable base cabinet. You have become
aProduction Rat.
When other members of the airstaff
are disappearing immediately after their
airshifts, you're still in the studio dis-

Comtech's 18 Meter has the Extra
Performance Margin Needed for
Crystal-Clear Audio Reception.

Why Settle for Less?
Major network affiliates all
over the country are specifying Comtech's 3.8 Meter
Antenna. The reason is
simple: No other antenna in
its size category can deliver
a gain of 42.9 db at 4GHz.
This increased performance
margin means outstanding
audio reception on SCPC
sub-carrier signals, and digital even in low EIRP areas.
Comtech's leadership in
satellite antenna design is no
accident. They pioneered
the exclusive 3- piece
"splice-strap" parabolic
reflector with a superior sur-

face tolerance unequalled
by mesh or other home-type
antennas. The result is higher
efficiency, optimum sidelobe performance and
increased gain. This is the
extra margin of performance that only a Comtech
Antenna can provide. That's
why literally hundreds of
Comtech 3.8 Meter Antennas are operating today at
radio stations throughout
the U.S.
So why settle for marginal
performance when you can
have a performance margin
today and in tomorrow's 2°
spacing environment.

Allied Broadcast Equipment
distributes Comtech
Antenna systems to the
radio industry nationwide.
Call today for more
information.

Up against the wall of reality
One day the boss calls you into his office. He tells you that the station's pitching areally big client, and he wants you
to come up with three or four spots.
You need no encouragement! Within
two days you concoct four masterpieces,
fully extending your talent and ability.
On the day of the big pitch you wait
until the sales team returns. You see the
car pull up. The faces of the boss and
sales manager are long, not happy.
They struck out, which means you
struck out. You can't believe it. Large
chunks of your self-esteem crumble.
You have just experienced the results
of ignoring the first rule of selling, which
demands that you know what the client
wants.
If you had been at the first meeting
and had achance to listen to the client's
ideas, you could have created spots that
incorporated those ideas.
This approach requires that you put
your creative juices on hold and listen.
Write down all of the client's ideas. Sure,
some of them are going to be off- target,
so are some of yours.
As you listen, try viewing the problem
from your client's perspective and from
the customer's perspective.

-Producer's
File

317-962-8596

Be careful to note the copy points and
whether or not the client can really deliver the product or service as promised.
If he can't, and your copy says he can,
you're asking for trouble. The customer's
dissatisfaction will carry back through
your client and right to you.

ALLIED

Broadcast Equipment
635 South E. Street
RO. Box 1487
Richmond, IN 47374

Comtech Antenna Corp.-Taking the lead in Satellite Antenna Systems
014

Radio Station KAIR/JOY, Inc.
Tucson, Arizona
3.8 Meter Antenna Installation
•
41•••
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covering new ways to splice your segments together to increase the impact of
your spots.
You are overflowing with new ideas.
You now measure distance and time in
30 and 60 second segments and 71
/ and
2
15 inch increments. The aroma of head
cleaner and freshly unpacked pancakes
of tape are aphrodisiacal.
Because you are "one" with the studio,
your production clearly stands out as
better than anyone's.

Making the team
Maybe you wanted to be included in
that first meeting, but the boss said it
wasn't necessary. There are usually underlying reasons for this.
Your boss may believe that his/her
ability to sell him/herself was all that was
required. While establishing and maintaining good rapport with the client is essential, so is getting the job done.
Maybe you really do come off as adirtball studio rat, and the boss doesn't see
any benefit in exposing you to the client.
(Don't ask the boss about this, look in
a mirror.)
There may be agood reason why you
look like you just crawled out from under an equipment rack.
The point is, if the boss perceives you
this way, you're not likely to be asked to
be part of the team. If that is the perception, you'll have to make some major
changes to alter it.
As an airpersoniproduction director at
my last station, Iwore atie almost every
day for three years. When Iwas made
operations manager. Ibegan wearing a
jacket and tie, or asuit.
Within the first week ot nw change,
one of the A:Es complimented me on my
clothes and added, " Now you're one
(continued on next page)
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Equipment
Buying Firm
Started
by Alex Zavistovich
New York NY ... For smaller broadcasters looking at new studio and
transmission gear, Buygroup Ltd., a
recently established broadcast-related
purchasing company, is offering contract buying services.
Buygroup Ltd. was established in
October 1986, according to President
Bill Kovari. Kovari, who has worked in
the purchasing departments of NBC
and CBS, formed Buygroup after seven years as ABC's purchasing director.
According to Kovari, Buygroup will
act as acompany's "off-premises purchasing department," and hopes to
eliminate payroll problems, unproductive time and fixed budget
expenses.

[-Business
News
The company's clients also benefit
by receiving more favorable prices on
merchandise, reducing their overhead, and cutting paperwork, he
maintained.
Buygroup maintains astaff of three
full-time professional buyers who
specialize in contract buying for the
broadcasting industry, Kovari said.
The purchasing strategy behind
Buygroup involves locating anumber
of clients looking for asimilar piece
of equipment from the same manufacturer, he explained. The clients
then give Buygroup authorization to
act as their agent.
By bringing enough smaller companies together, Buygroup will have
increased buying power and can commit to alarge order, he said. As amajor buyer, the company can take advahtage of lower per unit costs.
After the deal has been negotiated,
the vendors deliver the merchandise
to Buygroup's clients directly, Kovari
said. The vendors also invoice the
clients for direct payments.
Buygroup does not work on apercentage basis, he stressed. Rather, the
company charges a fee, generally
under $50, for each document it
processes.
Requisitions are sent by the clients
to Buygroup's mid-town New York
City offices, where prices are
negotiated and an auditable record is
maintained for each customer.
Kovari also pointed out that
Buygroup deals only in new equipment obtained directly through a
manufacturer or dealer, if necessary.
The company does not involve the
customer in auction bidding or other
similar transactions.
Any order wil be taken on by Buygroup, Kovari said, from single items
such as pieces of test equipment to
full start-up packages, including control rooms and studios.
For additional information on Buygroup Ltd., contact Bill Kovari at
212-544-6611. Or, write to BuyGroup,
Ltd. at Central Park Plaza, 1775
Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
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Now to Be a Production Pro
(continued from previous page)
of us."
Although Iwas still on the airstaff, I
had been accepted by the sales staff because of my clothing. From that point
on, Imade it one of my missions to break
down the "wall" between "talent" and
"sales."
In reality, both "talent" and "sales"
sell; one in the studio, one on the street.
The more these teams work as one, the
stronger the station will be.
This doesn't mean you should start
looking like Herb Tarlick. For you it may
mean ahaircut, getting out of paint spattered jeans, shelving your T-shirt collec-

tion, and leaving the sandals at home.
If you have no sense of what looks
good, pick up one of those books about
dressing for success. Eliminate polyester.
The new you
Don't expect people's perceptions to
change overnight. Once you've been
pidgeonholed, it's difficult to change
other's impressions of you.
After working at the same station for
eight years, Idecided to shave my beard,
leaving my mustache.
While it took my wife a week to get
used to the difference, people Iworked
with every day hardly noticed. After be-

ing beardless at work almost all day,
someone finally asked how Ihad managed to grow such afull mustache over
the weekend!
Bear in mind, the first time you show
up dressed more professionally, someone will ask you if you have ajob interview or acourt appearance.
My comeback was always to smile
knowingly and tell them it was definitely
not the latter.
If you feel uncomfortable with upscaling your image, remember, you're still
the same person underneath. If you still
can't accept the facts, don't blame others
for holding you back.

It's Simple.

Ever
Wonder
Why We
Paint IV' FM
Transmitter
Cabinets
Red?

Case in point: Our new
20/30KW FM Transmitter.
One of the OEI New
Reliables." Everything
about it is designed for
maximum efficiency and
ultra-dependability. Its
single tube design uses a
grounded grid triode for
greater stability.

QEI
transmitters
are so reliable, if
we didn't paint
the cabinet red,
.!.,•:3u might forget
it was there!

OEI FM transmitters
employ no troublesome
sliding contacts. And to
go astep further toward
perfect reliability, we
found away to eliminate
the conventional plate
blocker, along with all the
problems it can cause.
The OEI 20/30KW units
back you up in another
important way. too. Their
drivers can be operated
as self-contained
transmitters, and can go
directly to air in minutes.

One Airport Drive P.O. Box D
Williamstown. N1 08094
Phone: 609-728-2020
Toll Free: 800-334-9154
Telex: 510-686-940.
2

El

Our 15.000 hour tube
warranty is enviable too.
No one else offers
anything like it.

OEI includes the
directional coupler and a
I(X)% semi-conductor
spares kit with every
transmitter. And our
ARC-27 Automatic
Remote Control system
'including studio control
unit' is the envy of the
industry

Corporation

The New Reliables
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Whether your station's
power level is IKW or
60 KW — or anywhere in
between — OEI has a
"New Reliable" FM
transmitter you can
count on.

%%
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TUBE
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Phasor Components

Figure 1.

L,

Figure 2.
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by Tom Osenkowsky
Brookfield CT ... In our continuing
discussion on phasor design, we have
examined the effect of L/C ratios and the
function of most of the components
which make up the matching and phasing networks.
If we are designing or redesigning a
phasing system, we might want to consider how to accomplish our goal
without using unnecessary components.
Let's look at atypical non- D 90° tower
Tom Osenkowsky is a radio engineering
consultant and president of MASTER Software, and aregular RW columnist. He can
be reached at 203-775-3060.

and its matching network as shown in
Figure 1.
Things couldn't be much simpler,
could they? Well, we could substitute a
variable capacitor for CI and eliminate
L3.

But there are two more unnecessary
components, namely L2 and C2. Remember, the equation for a 90° network is:
X1= X2 = X3 = SQR(R, + RA)
where R, = Line resistance and
RA =Antenna resistance.
Keep in mind that the model for our
tower consists of the antenna radiation
resistance, the antenna reactive component, loss resistance and a distributed

- 44 • 15

capacitance, usually configured, lump
summed at the tower base.
We find that our X2 arm can actually
be the inherent reactance of the antenna. We have actually eliminated two
components from the design.
Let's divert briefly from the Tee design
and look at another form of matching.
Figure 2 shows an actual situation at a
New York City station,
The phasor is located 50' from the RF
Relay Antenna/Dummy Load selector.
The common point is set to 50 ohms DAD and DAN.

AM IMPROVEMENT

MADE EASY!

STANDARD PRE-EMPHASIS/FILTER FOR AM
BROADCAST TRANSMISSION

Standard Pre•Emphasis/Filter
•••
•'

OIL

•1

NMI

MIMS

4:INUMOI
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50 • 10

At the other end of the line, the effect
of the relays, etc. shows each transmitter 44+j5.
We could alter the common point network to allow the transmitters to see 50
ohms, but we'd like to standardize the
actual common point to 50 ohms.
We could use an "U" or "T" network
to match to 50 ohms, but could we do
it with less?
Matching the impedance
Let's try adding a0.0004 µF capacitor
from Point B to ground. We find the impedance at Point B to now be 50±j0.
Iused asingle shunt component here
to raise the impedance to the desired
value. This idea may be useful in cicumstances where aminimal change is
required.
The equation is:
=

Converting your AM station to conform to the new NRSC standard is easy with CRL's
new products for the AM broadcast marketplace. These easy to install, cost effective
units are timely answers to your efforts to convert to the new NRSC standard. We offer
products for both the transmission and reception ends of your station.

SPF-300

PHASOR

z

L2

X

h.d

(R

2
10.d
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Let's look at another situation. Consider the a non- D antenna whose impedance is 48+j25, and is located right next
to the transmitter shack.
We simply use acapacitor to cancel the
(continued on page 19)

Consultants
R.L. HOOVER
Consulting Telecommunications
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For the transmission end of your mono AM station, we offer the SPF-300 Standard
Pre-emphasis/Audio Low Pass Filter. The SPF-300 contains these functions as two
separate loop- through ports, the first of which is the pre-emphasis function. This
pre-emphasis function conforms to the NRSC curve, and is connected into the audio
path directly in front of the station's final peak limiter. Your station's peak limiter then
feeds the second section of the SPF-300, which contains a delay equalized and
overshoot-corrected low pass filter. This CRL patented design allows the sharp filter
response at 10 kHz called for by the NRSC standard without loss of peak modulation
capability. In addition. the SPF-300 includes a selectable tilt correction circuit, plus
modulation asymmetry control. All functions of the SPF-300 may be bypassed for ease
of system testing. Stereo applications should use a matrix type final limiter like the
CRL SMP-900.

MDF-400 / 800

DE-EMPHASIS/FILTER FOR AM MONITORS

Seven Locke Road

Potomac MD 20854
301-983-0054
Member AFCCE

Robert M. Lund
Broadcast Consultants
Auburn, Massachusetts
Applications Field Engineering
617/832-2611

Monitor De-Emphasis/Filter

CIL

'TSB'S

N•111

1101.610

BROADCAST
TECHNIQUES

Applications

For the reception end of your AM station, we offer the MDF 400/800. The CRL Monitor
De-Emphasis/Filter provides all the functions required to update any AM modulation
monitor or wideband receiver for the new NRSC standard. The MDF 400/800 emulates
the audio characteristic of the best-possible commercially produced radios. The MDF
400/800 consists of three selectable function blocks, which includes the standard AM
de-emphasis curve, ahigh Q-10 kHz notch filter, and aswitchable 9.5/11 kHz low pass
filter. All of the function blocks are controlled from the front panel. The unity gain MDF
400/800 is fed by your existing monitor source. The MDF 400 is for mono applications;
the MDF 800 is for stereo applications.
The price of AM improvement is nice too! The SPF-300 list price is only $495.00. the
MDF-400 ( Mono) $295.00, and the MDF-800 ( Stereo) $395.00. These units are
available for purchase now. If you need more information on these units, or want to talk
about the improvements that the new NRSC standard offers, please call us at ( 800)
535-7648, or write to us at the address below.

FIELD ENGINEERING
SERVICES
P.O. Box 26899
Phoenix, AZ. 85068
602-242-2211

RMF ASSOCIATES
Field Engineering
Design, Construction,
Turn- key
PO Box 641
Cape Girardeau MO 63701
(314) 651-4272

THE
PROFESSIONAL'S
CHOICE
Circle

CRL Systems
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SYSTEMS

2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282
(800; 535-7648 (602) 438-0888
TELEX: 350464 CRI TMPE. UD.
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Filling Your Own Job
(continued from page 9)

When you're looking for those diamonds in the rough, however, keep one
thing firmly in mind. You are far better
off picking someone with the right qualities, character and skills than someone
with just experience.
Experience, in and of itself, is not an
indicator of apotentially good manager.
A candidate could have had years of rotten experiences, mostly self-induced.
Isuppose the best way to bring it
home is to say that, as atop manager,
you are no longer judged by your own
performance, but rather the overall performance of the group of people you
manage.
So, when you're looking for someone
you can clone, to occasionally assume
your responsibilities of leadership, you
need to be looking for the type of person
with whom you would entrust your
reputation.
Always easier said than done, leadership by example is amust. There's asaying in child rearing that goes, "Your
children more attention pay, to what you
do than what you say."
Nothing could be more precise in explaining the way employees watch the
correlation between their boss's words
and actions.
If you can ever get to the point where
you notice someone in your ranks at-

Consultants
Moffett,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.
Consurtmg Telecommunications
Engineers

1925 North Lynn Street

tempting to subtly employ a concept
they picked up from you, you've made
it.
Because it is the highest compliment
a manager can be paid.
The converse is also true, though. If
your department is performing poorly,
and no one in it is making any noble attempts at excellence, the first place to
look is in the mirror.
Because that, to agreat extent; is what
your employees are: a mirror of your
leadership by example.
Once you've designated one or more
candidates for development, you must
be willing to delegate real responsi-

HOME OFFICE
2480 S.E. 52nd Street
Ocala, Florida 32671
(904) 622-9058
In Florida call — ( 800) 342-01864
REGIONAL OFFICE:
746 Cypress Lane
Carol Stream, Illinois 60188
(312) 231-7120
REGIONAL OFFICE:
1805 Kimberly Drive
Marietta, Georgia 30060
(404) 425-0630

(703) 841-0500
800-523-3117
Verret,e, AFC(E

when you're away doing other tasks, that
things are out of control back at the
ranch.
You'll also feel a surge in your selfesteem. Why? Because you will realize
that you are mature enough to let go and
let grow.
You are not threatened by the appearance of another employee who may
also be good at the job you have.
If you truly deserved to get your job,
you probably deserve to keep it, and all
your new protege can be is your heirapparent until you decide to vacate the
slot.
Until then, however, you've probably
developed agood backstop, an able assistant and likely a strong friend. Rent
avideo of "Flying Leathernecks." You'll
find that that's what the Duke did.

We Have The Answers

oo

Arlington, VA 22209

bilities to them.
This is one of the toughest things for
a really competent manager to do, because he (probably rightfully) feels that
he can do the things he does better than
anyone there.
Ican promise you that several good
things will happen as you begin to implement this new "development" mindset into your management.
You will find anew enthusiasm in the
work of those you begin to challenge.
They will grow. They will usually rise to
accept their new level of responsibility
and blossom before your eyes.
But you'll also see achange in yourself.
Firstly you'll feel better about there being abackup to yourself in the leadership department.
You'll also lose that nagging feeling,

Pnyblem ••
linpudittable mile levels
item program scums.

Abco • ADC Telecommunications • AEG •
Alesis • Ampex Tape • Anchor Audio • An-

R.J. GRANDMAISON, P.E.
CONSULTING ENGINEER
Applications and Rulemakings
11213 Sold Rail Lane
Fairfax Station VA 22039
(703) 764-0513
Member AFCCE

drew • Ant/Telecom • Aphex • Apogee • Astrolite • ATI / Audio Technologies • Audio Design Recording • Audio Digital • AudioTed-mica • Auratone • Autogram • AVL Systems • Beier • BES • Biamp • Bud • Bonneville
•Broadcast Audio • Broadcast Electronics
• Cablewave •

Canare

Wire •

Capitol/

Audiopac • Carver • CBS Pro Test Records
• Celwave •

Cetec

Gauss •

Cetec ¡ vie

Instrumentation •Cetec Vega • Cipher Digital. Comark • Computemp• Comrex • Cones
• Connectronics • CPS • Cramolin ( Caig
Labs) • CRL • Crown • dbx • Delta • Disc-

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting

COITIfIll11114.

washer • Dorrough • Echo • Edcor • Electro impulse • Electro-Voice/EVT Electronics •
ESE • Eventide • Favag Clocks • Fidelipac •

FCC Applications, Design

Fostex • Garner • Geneva • Gentner • Gold-

& Field Engineering

line/Loftech • Gorman- Redlich • Graphic

Broadcast Engineering Software

Express • Haller • Harrison Systems• Henry

Setutitm

•
•

The tialieglilO E440.
We offer two devices capable of delivering a constant output
level for input levels ranging from — 40 dB to + 24 dB.

Engineering • HME • Host Hindes • House

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

of Music Enclosures • Howe Audio • Incvonics • JBL/Urei• Klark-Teknik • Koss • Lexicon • Latina • LPB • Luxo • Ma/Corn •

(414) 242-6000

Marantz • Mark Antenna Products • Marti
• MCI

Parts •

MiwItronics •
Mogami Wire &

Micro-Trak •
Modulation

Mikrolab •
Sciences •

Cable • Motorola "AN

Stereo" • MRL • M.W Persons • Neotek •

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
14 Archer Road
Hilton Head Is

SC 29928

(803) 785-4445

Neutrik •

Nortronics •

Numark • Omni-

mount • Orban • Potomac • Premier -DEIS
QSC • OSI • Radio Systems • Rainwise •
amko Research • Ram sa • Itane • R.B. Annis
•Recoton • Revox • Roland • Ruslang • Sam•
son • Savoy • Scala • Scotch Tape • Sennheiser • Sescom • Seth Thomas • Shure •
Sims • SME • Sonar Radio • Sonrise • Sony
Parts • Sony Broadcast Products • Soundcratt• Soundolier•Soundtracs•SSAC• Stanton Magnetics • STL • Straight Wire Audio
•Studer • Studio Technologies • Symetrix •
Tascam•Technics•Telewave•Telex•Telos
Ten • Tentel • Terk Technologies • Taxer •

The Model 610 Dual Compressor/ Expander is ideal for stereo
applications— whether AM, FM, or TV And, the Model 440 Limiter/
Compressor/Expander is well suited for single- channel or mono use.
To receive an immediate demonstration of the full capabilities
of either of these devices at your facility, simply call..

TV'!' • Toa • Tower Specialties • 3M Scotch-

Contact: Radio World Newspaper
PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041
for availabilities. Phone 800-336-3045

carts • Ultra Pro • Wei • VALLEY PEOPLE •
VIF -Viking Cases • Voice Act • West Penn
\V:r
.e •

Wheelock •

White •

Kedit
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Once Your Station
Gets StereoMameed,

LIFELESS

Every other
station in town
will sound
alittle...
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StereoMaxx, The Spatial Image Enlarger
From Modulation Sciences, Gives Your Station An Extra Edge
...Without Extra Problems.
• StereoMaxx Makes You Bigger, Not Just Louder
StereoMaxxT" enhances and enlarges your music's stereo image,
for adramatically Bigger, Fuller sound. It works with any loudness processor you use — Optimod, Texar Audio Prim, CRL, you
name it. The spatial image enlargement impact of StereoMaxx is
compatible with — but completely different from — loudness
processing. From Rock to Easy Listening, StereoMaxx adds punch
and excitement to _etrty
AM or FM stereo music
format. StereoMaxx
makes your station stand
out on every kind of
stereo radio — from
large hi-fi systems to
portable boom boxes and
headphone radios, and in
the car . . . WOW!
•There's No Downside Risk With StereoMaxx.
The idea of making astation stand out by enhancing
and widening the stereo image is certainly not new.
Enterprising engineers at competitive stations have
tried anumber of schemes. Everything from simple
matrixes to consumer hi-fi ambience gadgets.
Unfortunately, these attempts have always yielded
unacceptable side effects: No-no's such as mono
incompatibility, increases in multipath, and
jet-streaming DJ. voices. But the potential benefits of
stereo image enlargement are too good to ignore, so
Eric Small and the Modulation Sciences design team
went to work. And we succeeded!

• Many Have Tried. StereoMaxx Succeeded.
With StereoMaxx, you get the added punch and impact of stereo
image enlargement with No phase problems, No increased
multipath problems, No problems for mono listeners, in fact, no
problems at all. Radio professionals know Modulation Sciences is
a company that keeps its promises: Our CP-803 Composite Clipper
is on the air at over 1200 stations, keeping them loud, clean and
legal. And our Sidekick is
the industry-standard SCA
generator. So when we say
StereoMaxx enlarges your
stereo image, with no
problems or side-effects,
you can believe it.

• Call Now For More Info And Free Demo Cassette.
Once your station starts broadcasting with
StereoMaxx, all the "ordinary" stereo stations in town
will sound like just that . . . ordinary! Of course, since
StereoMaxx is brand new, no one else in your market
has it — yet. So now's the perfect time to check it out.
Call Modulation Sciences for your FREE demo
cassette and more details about StereoMaxx. Our
Toll-Free number is (800) 826-2603
[in NY: (7)8) 625-7333].
Why not call for your
demo cassette right now!

modulation sciences, inc.
115 Myrtle Avenue • Brooklyn, New York 11201 eTel. 718-625-7333 * Toll Free 800-826-2603
Optimod. Tesar Audio Prism and CHL are trademark. of Urban Associates Inc.; Tesar Incorporated; and Circuit Research Labs. Inc.; respectively.
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r56 Years
I- Ago in RWEditor's note: The RW of today and the
RW of old fortuitously share the same
name. The RW of old was printed for a
period of time in the 1920s and 1930s,
when radio was first becoming popular.
The current version of RW that you
hold in your hands has been around (in
various forms and names) for nearly ten
years.

MARCONI TALK
FROM ENGLAND
IS HEARD HERE
Coincident with the opening of the public show in New York City, Senator Guglielmo Marconi spoke before a microphone
of
the
British
Broadcasting
Company, in London, and his talk was
carried by the WABC and WJZ chains.
The Senator, an Italian, spoke with an
English accent, for he has lived much of
his life in England. He said in part:
"I am supposed to confine myself to an
account of point-to-point wireless telegraphy, but broadcasting has become such
an important factor in the daily life of
nations that the practice of it depends on
principles which are common to wireless
telegraphy. _
"The thing from which it may be truly
-:aid that wireless has sprung was the discovery made by Michael Faraday IOU
ears ago, that it was not necessary for
Iwo electrical circuits to be in actual
physical contact in order that electrical
energy might pass through the small
,pace between them.
"The great need of the present day is
ior a better understanding between men
and nations,"
said
Senator
Marconi.
"This understanding can be fostered and
helped by improvements in our communications. A most direct and satisfactory
means of communication between men is
the spoken word. In this respect broadcast telephony occupies a unique position
as being the most potent means for the
dissemination of instruction and entertainment that the world has ever known.
I ant happy if by any effort of mine I
have been able to make some contribution toward international sympathy and
tide rst
andi ng."
Reprinted from Radio IMuld, October, 1931.
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Tracking Tower Wiring Puzzles
by Floyd Hall
Crestline CA ... Did you know that
The discovery of magnetism was probably the beginning, and the basis, of all
electrical and electronic development as
we know it today?
Well, it began with the invention of the
magnetic compass, somewhere around
the 12th century.
A black iron oxide, FE 304,an important iron ore was discovered, some of
which was heavily magnetized and
called lodestone.
Now, some sharp character— no one
seems to know who— maybe some smart
Portuguese sailor Iwould guess—found
that he could rub aneedle with apiece
of this lodestone, float it on water with
asliver of wood, and it would point to
the North!
It was Michael Faraday who discovered that if he passed awire through the
magnetic lines of force— from any kind
of a magnet—a current would be induced in the wire.
Ilove the story about this— which I
may have told you before, but like Red
Skelton used to say, don't stop me if you
have heard this before— Iwant to hear
it again!
Well, Faraday wrote a paper about
his discovery, which Sir Humphrey
Davy submitted to the Great Royal
Society.
No practical future
In a few days, they handed down a
learned verdict—they admitted 'that Faraday's discovery was an interesting phenomenon, for which they could see no
practical application!
Of course, you know that practically
everything we know and do electrically
and electronically today, from super
computers to the ignition on our autoFloyd Hall is aregular RW columnist and
an engineering consultant at Consulting Radio
Engineers, Crestline, CA. Call him at 714-3383338.

mobiles, is based on Faraday's discovery.
Now, what I
am trying to get at is, how
often do we think of, or understand the
principle of operation of the multitude
of electrical, electronic, or electromechanical devices we utilize every day?
Look around you: digital multimeters;
your electric shaver; VHF counters; of
course your PC; your TV; and your electronic watch.

TOM

Timer

We are living in afabulous and amazing time, but the next few years will
make us all look like rank amateurs.
Tell me now, what was the D'Arsonval
movement?
The days of tower lights
Early in the use of vertical radiators for
AM, tower lighting was required.
In all of these early installations, the
tower light wiring was installed by a
good electrician, and was run up the
tower in a steel conduit, which was
straplocked, or clamped to the tower
about every 15 or 20 feet.
Somewhere back in the forties, some
character decided it was alot easier, and
cheaper, to wire with just insulated wire,
such as akind of house wire known as
Romex, or something similar.
Now this stuff was two wire, with a
ground, and when the steeplejack connected it up to the beacon, he hooked
the ground wire to the tower.
The first time Iran into trouble with
this stuff was at a station with a four

tower array, that called me in and said
the DA had suddenly gone out of
adjustment.
Before Imade any change in the tuning, Iwanted to look around to try and
see what might have caused this sudden
sharp change in operating parameters.
Iwalked around the array, and noticed
acoil of wire hanging about ten feet up
on one of the towers.
When Iasked what that was, Iwas
told it was the light wiring, which had
arced over and fouled the lighting, and
they were having atower man out to fix
it.
Free-form wiring
Up to this time Ihad never seen tower
light wiring not in conduit, but Ichecked
and found all four towers were wired
with this "house wire."
That night, at midnight, Ipulled this
coil of wire down and connected it back
to the lighting choke ( with its bypass
condensers). With the power turned off
the tower lights, Ifound that the operating parameters had returned substantially to normal.
Iof course recommended they replace
all that junk with wire in conduit, which
they eventually did; and we had to retune the array.
The next time Iran into this situation
was at astation where they had seven—
count 'em, seven— towers: afour tower
parallelogram daytime, and four towers
in-line nighttime.
The chief engineer was an old friend,
and one night he called me and said,
"Hey, the tower light wiring is arcing
(continued on page 19)

REMOTE CONTROL. ▪.FROM ANYWHERE!

GENTNER"
RF PRODUCTS DIVISION

VRC 1000

AM BROADCASTING - HIGH FIDELITY
Are these terms mutually exclusive?
DYES ENO E DON'T KNOW
Suprisingly, many broadcasters may not know that the correct
answer to this question is no. Large sums of money are spent each
year to purchase new transmitters, new studio equipment, new
audio processing equipment and to modify antenna systems for
improved AM sound. Unfortunately, until now, there has been no
such thing as aprofessional quality AM monitor receiver. As a
result, the perceived fidelity oían AM signal has been severely
restricted by receiver performance.

Potomac has developed the SMR-11 Synthesized Monitor
Receiver which will let you hear and measure the quality of your
transmitted AM signal ... perhaps for the first time. Features
include: Crystal Stability; 60 dB Signal to Noise Ratio; Audio
Frequency Response ± 0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 8kHz; Total Harmonic
Distortion less than 0.2% (95% Modulation) at audio frequencies
above 40 Hz ... please write for complete descriptive
brochure.

THIS DIAL WILL TUNE YOU IN TO THE
NEW SOUND OF AM BROADCASTING

P
OTOMAC INSTRUMENTS

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE
SILVER' SPRING, MD 20910
(3011 589 2I,I,2
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The VRC-1000 Voice Remote Control operates on the
dial- up telephone system to allow you the freedom of
remote control from anywhere. You communicate with the
VRC-1000 by listening to its synthesized voice and commanding it with aTouch-Tone® ( DTMF) key pad or portable automatic dialer.
* Synthesized voice reporting
* Dial-up telephone interconnection
* " Smart" operation
* 16 Metering Channels
* Audio monitoring of transmitter site
* Full Automatic Transmission System (ATS) Capability
* Can be used with any computer or PC w/modem option
* Absolute security
* Priced right

ATLANTA, GA
(404) 964-1464

LOS ANGELES, CA
(818) 843-5052

CHICAGO, IL
(312) 470-0303

RICHMOND, IN
(317) 962-8596

DALLAS, TX
(214) 423-8667

SEATTLE, WA
(206) 838-2705

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO (416) 731-3697

ALLIED

Broadcast Equipment
P.O. Box 1487 • RICHMOND, IN 47375

Here's why
Blane Webster bought
Auditronics for WLAK-ffl
Blane Webster.
Chief Engineer. WLAK—FM

MAK
FM
songs SPWA1ong With
Ti

A

66

hen Iprepared the budget for our
as fast as making an Indianapolis pit stop.
new facilities on Chicago's Michigan
If Ineed another mike channel or cart
Avenue, Icould have included any
machine channel, I've got it right here on
console Iwanted, be it VVard-Beck, Neve, you
the shelf for immediate use. The layout
name it. So Ilooked at and listened to
of the Auditronics 200 is almost selfeverything the industry had to offer, from
explanatory so our on-air people can use
the Harrison to the Harris Medalist, and I
it without making mistakes, and the
bought Auditronics.
200 is rugged enough to withstand the
Ibought the Auditronics 200
jocks' abuse and coffee spills.
primarily for its audio quality by which I
One of the things that sets
mean its waveform integrity freedom from
WLAK apart is that we're the number 1
distortion and low noise floor. The quality of
adult contemporary station in the
its sound is remarkably transparent. Ithink
Chicago market, and to us being number
Auditronics' VCA technology is really good
1means more than just winning in the
too, maybe the best on the market.
ratings. It means being the best both on
Ialso looked for reliability The
and off-the-air. This includes the kind of
console's the most important link in the
equipment we buy and the way we use
studio chain because it's on the air all the
it. We're awinner and we're proud of it."
time. We just can't afford afailure, and I
If you'd like to know more about
recalled that our old Auditronics console at
why Viacom's Blane Webster specifies
Sears Tbwer never had an on-air failure.
Auditronics consoles for both on-air and
Features were important too, like
production, call' 800-638-0977 toll free,
the modular concept that lets me pull a
for complete information and a
module out and pop another one in almost
demorsti duel near you.

œditronicf. inc.

3750 Old Getwell Road,
Memphis, TN 38118 • 901-362-1350
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ABC Tests Satellite Data Feed
by Alex Zavistovich
New York NY ... Newsroom operations
at ABC affiliate radio stations may soon
gain faster access to news bulletins and
special reports, if the network's recently
announced digital satellite-delivered
data system proves successful.
ABC Radio VP/Engineering and Program Operations, Kent Coughlin said
the system, unveiled in February, will allow the network to address each affiliate
individually. "We will also be able to feed
information simultaneously to our lineup," he added.
The satellite system is essentially an
extension of the Digital Audio Transmission Service ( DAIS), athree-transponder service on Satcom I-R which RCA
leases to networks, according to ABC's
Satellite Systems Director Bob Donnelly.
The DAIS service is channeled with a
certain number of time slots for program
audio, in either 15 kHz or 7.5 kHz, Donnelly said. It can also be broken into 32

kilobit time slots for data, using arange
of baud channels, he said.
ABC is currently operating at a9600
baud rate, he said.
Testing
Testing of the satellite delivery system
began in February at the network's New
York station WABC-AM. The project is
expected to be completed, including testing and implementation, no later than
7 September 1987, he added.
Prototype data carts for the tests have
been developed by Scientific Atlanta,
which is also the principal supplier for
ABC's uplink facilities in New York and
Los Angeles, as well as for its terminal
receivers.
At press time, ABC had also just signed
aletter of intent with McCurdy Radio of
Toronto for contract production of two
different data carts, compatible with the
Scientific Atlanta DAT 32 and Fairchild
DART 384 terminals, Donnelly said.
WABC has started receiving regular

satellite feeds, Donnelly noted. "The data goes up on satellite, comes back off the
network's receiver, and is handed off
through an analog modem to the newsroom."
The analog modem, an output to a
standard modem, is used because some
analog detection is needed between the
receiver and the data cart, he explained.
In addition to testing the effectiveness
and reliability of the satellite system,
Donnelly said ABC will also examine
"worst cases"—situations in which astation's satellite receiver is remotely located
from the studio.
Significant enhancement
Testing of the satellite system is also
under way at WMAL-AM and WRQXFM in Washington, DC, and KGO-AM
in San Francisco, Donnelly noted. Other
stations due to go on line include WBAPAM, Ft. Worth, WJR-AM, Detroit,
WHAS-AM, Louisville, and KOMO-AM,
Seattle.

Springtime Dish Maintenance
by John P. Bisset
Washington DC ... With spring weather upon us, now is agood time to check
your satellite system. The ravages of winter can take aheavy toll on downlinks,
and now that most of the snow has
melted, avisual inspection is in order.
To begin with, check the dish mount.
Dishes mounted on concrete slabs are
particularly vulnerable to settling into
soft muddy earth as the ground thaws.
Even afractional amount of tilting can
degrade the signal, and necessitate adjustment. Check the bolts and the feedhorn mount. All should be tight.
Problems with pests
While you are inspecting the feedhorn, check for insect nests. Unfortunately, the protected recesses of the feedhorn provide an ideal habitat for bees
and other insects.
Suspect awasp or hornet nest if you
lose your signal around evening and regain it at dawn. In many cases, enough
signal will pass through the nest while

the bees are away during the day, but
when they arrive home for the night, the
signal strength drops off dramatically.
The most difficult problem is when insects nest inside the waveguide. This
problem can be avoided l2y covering the
feedhorn with aplastic of styrofoam lid.
Check with your dish manufacturer as
to their recommendations. The object is
to select something that will not retain
moisture, yet cover the opening to the
waveguide or feedhorn to keep the insects out.
Dealing with vandalism
Check the bolts holding the LNA to
the feedhorn waveguide—they too

should be tight.
If your dish is located in apopulated
area, and subject to vandalism, you may
want to mark the position of the LNA to
the feedhorn.
The same iloes for the feedhorn mount
to the dish ànd the azimuth and polar
mounts. These marks can be invaluable
should someone decide to "take your
dish for aspin!'
In addition to marks, acan of spraypaint—acolor different from the one the
factory used—can be used to mark the
piston of a polar mount. If someone
cranks the dish, the change in color is
instantly recognizable.
(continued on page 18)
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The advent of satellite delivery is a
"significant enhancement" to radio operations, Donnelly said. "It provides text
information to users of our audio product," he explained.
According to Donnelly, radio stations
taking news cuts from the network will,
with this new system, "be provided with
scripted information for the cuts, rather
than having to hear an oral rundown of
what will follow."
ABC Radio Network President Aaron
Daniels said that the new radio system
(continued on page 19)
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ANTENNAS, INC.

For
Excellence
In Antennas
•A complete
line of TV and
FM Broadcast
Antennas
'Modern 7,000
ft. test range
facilities
•Innovative
Engineering
Careful construction
•Two Year
Warranty on
Product and
Workmanship

un

John Bisset is CE at WCPT-AM and is also
RW '
stechnical advisor. He may he reached
at 703-683-3000.
SERVICE AND QC
TECHNICIANS
Studer Revox seeks experienced Service and Quality
Control Technicians for openings in both the Studer and
Revox divisions. Thorough
knowledge of recording systems is essential; experience
with other audio components
and microprocessor control
systems preferred. Openings
at Nashville headquarters. Excellent benefits, salary based
on experience. Apply by written resumé only to:
Doug Beard
Director of Technical and
Marketing Services
Studer Revox America
1425 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, TN 37210
An Equal Opportunity Employer

•

CD- 501
11011110

With over 1500
delivered, we've
helped more
stations
penetrate their

Buy two Tascam CD 501 CD players at $2,190 and
get an extra remote control free or one CD- 501
with remote for $1,095.

Call S.c.m.s., Inc. Now

i
f

market.

FCC Directionals
Pattern Studies
Multi- Station Arrays
Full Scale Measurement

JAM PRO ANTENNAS, Inc.
10201 RODNEY BLVD.
PINEVILLE, NC 28134

800/438-6040
In NC- 800/221-7267
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6939 Power Inn Road
Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 383-1177

TELEX 377321
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Teleport Purchased
by Judith Gross
Springfield VA ... The Washington International Teleport ( WIT), which had
been providing mainly video satellite
services, is entering the world of radio
uplinking with its purchase of aneighboring teleport from MultiComm Telecommunications.
MultiComm is asubsidiary of Amway
Corp., and had been a part of Mutual
Radio. However, the teleport was not included as part of Amway's sale of Mutual
Radio to Westwood One in 1985.
The WIT currently owns ten uplinks
and downlinks on just over an acre of
land, and has been serving broadcast
and cable video companies and an increasing amount of videoconferencing,
according to Bruce Kirschenbaum, president of WIT and of Carley Teleport Communications. WIT is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Carley.
Kirschenbaum would not disclose the
price for the MultiComm purchase, but
said that it was "more than $2million!'
Real estate and equipment
By purchasing the MultiComm Teleport, WIT adds 4.7 acres of adjacent suburban Virginia property, plus a 3000

square foot operations center, an
11- meter earth station, two 4.6 meter Cband stations, and 3.7 and 1.8 meter
stations.
But WIT also adds MultiComm's customers, which include Mutual Radio,
Westwood One, AP, UPI and McDonnell
Douglas, Kirschenbaum said.
Kirshcenbaum said that he didn't anticipate the move into radio would be a
problem for WIT's 24- hour aday crew.
"Radio is alittle different, but it's not
a major difference," Kirschenbaum
noted. "Our staff is experienced in digital uplinking, we know the broadcast
business."
Fiber for the future
In addition to the MultiComm purchase, Kirschenbaum said WIT intends
to expand in other ways.
"We're negotiating to link that entire
site to anational fiber optic network, for
voice, data and radio, and replace the
phone lines for radio services," said
Kirschenbaum. He declined to name the
specific fiber network involved in the
negotiations.
Kirschenbaum added that the fiber
link would be used primarily for the
newly-added radio services because TV's

ea •
The Washington International Teleport will expand into eadio with is accuislion of the adjacent MultiComm Teleport from Amway Corp.

bandwidth takes up too much room for
fiber to be economical.
HEpointed out that use of fiber would
also mean converting TV signals to digital, which he maintains is difficult, while
"a lot of radio is digital already!'
Kirschenbaum said that WIT intends
to try to attract more radio customers in
addition to the ones acquired by buying
the MultiComm facility.

He also said that WIT will install two
international earth stations this summer
(a standard A and astandard B), which
will allow the teleport to be the first in
the Washington DC-Virginia area to take
TV and radio signals from overseas without having to go through Comsat.
For more information, (=tact the
Washington International Teleport at
703-734-2724.

Spring Checks for Dish
(continued from page 17)
If the coaxial connector was not
wrapped in some kind of weatherized
rubber tape or compound, now is agood
time to weatherproof this connection.
Suitable weatherizing compound can
be obtained from an electrical supply or
TV repair shop.
If your coax is attached along one of
the feedhorn guy lines with white or

clear wire ties, replace the ties.
Only black wireties are resistant to the
ultraviolet rays from the sun. The white
or clew ties will eventually crack when
exposed to the elements_
An hour or so of preventive maintenance now will save you lots of headaches later, as well as provide some good
references for troubleshooting should
problems develop.

TALK ABOUT
COMPLIMENTS

Are yo
serious
about CD programming?
If you understand the full potential of
the Compact Disc in broadcasting, then
Philips has the player you need.
The LHH 2000 provides features and
capabilities you'll never find in aconsumer player, including:
•Balanced outputs
•Precise cueing
•Access time under 2seconds with
accuracy of 13.3 milliseconds.
•Search wheel with 3time turn ratios
•Indication of real music time
remaining
•Fader start
•Status indication for each player (edit,
ready, on line, on-air)
•Solid, professional-grade
construction
Perhaps most important, the LHH 2000
is easy to use. Basic on-air operation
can be learned in amatter of minutes.

Large LED displays are programmed to
lead the operator through the sequence, step by step. Also, the control
buttons are widely spread and clearly
labelled to prevent errors, miscues, and
dead air.
Finally, with the LHH 2000 you can
be assured of knowledgeable service
support because, in the USA, Philips
professional CD systems are sold and
serviced by authorized Studer Revox
Professional Products dealers.
If you're serious about the CD, please
call or write: Studer Revox America, 1425
Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210;
(615) 254-5651.
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It Works!
Call Toll Free 800-732-7665
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Solving Tower Wire Mysteries

system could be made to work.
To make along story short—they finally did—and it did.

(continued from page 15)
over to the towers!"
"What?" Isaid, "Do you mean to tell
me that guy didn't put the light wiring
in conduit?"
Ididn't install this array, amidwestern
consultant had, and they had lights on
all seven towers.
Now, Itold the CE friend he had to remove that open wire and wire the towers

Accidental antenna
Now, think about this aminute. This
open wire, connected at the top to the
tower and isolated at the base, is akind
of folded antenna.
The standing waves of voltage on this
wiring change the base impedance of the
tower as well as the phase of the current.
Any change in this wiring is achange
in the characteristics of the tower, and
hence the operating parameters of the
array. In addition, it is unstable, and
changes with humidity and temperature.
If you have atower, or towers, wired
with this stuff, when you say your prayers at night, plead for no change in it,
especially if you have a DA.

Phasor Nets
(continued from page 12)
inductive reactance of the antenna.
Combining the above two methods, one
could conceive an "elegant phasor" using only two capacitors as an ATU.
Back to economic issues, the general
use of "U" networks is avoided in DAs
because of the fact that independent
phase shift is not available with such
designs.
Modern methods more precise
There are two sides to the issue of
component quantity, economics not
withstanding. Back in the "old days;'
numerous networks with generally higher L/C ratios were employed to afford adjustability ... being able to tune into
anything.
This was done because the prediction
of base impedances was usually accomplished by the sinusoidal method
and the experience algorithm.
By employing modern techniques,
such as the PC computer program MASTER, we can very accurately predict impedances and eliminate the need for a
wide matching range.
In many older phasor designs, it is not
uncommon to see, for example, two Tee
phase shifters for each of the two towers.
Such designs can reduce overall RMS
by introducing additional losses in the
system and can impair bandwidth as
well.
Simpler designs narrow the tuning
range and allow or improved bandwidth
due to the lower Q of the circuits. In
some cases, amatching network may not
be necessary at all.
Until next time . .

Data Feeds
(continued from page 17)
"has to rank as one of the most significant advances in network radio."
"Instantaneous data communications
to our affiliates will permit much easier
access to the full range of audio services
delivered across our nineteen 15 kHz
audio channels!'
"(The network) will also be able to develop whole new products using data that
will help our affiliates to program their
stations!'
Rich Robertson, VP and GM of
KOMO-AM, was enthusiastic about the
new service. 'The ABC Radio Network
will now be able to make available to
affiliate stations ... complete written
information on news bulletins and
special reports, as well as provide hourly billboards for news and sports,"
Robertson said.
"What it means to our listeners is more
news, even faster," he added.
For additional information, contact
Bob Donnelly at 212-887-2515. Contact
Rich Robertson at 206-441-6666.

in conduit, but Iasked him why they
had lights on all seven towers?
Subsequently, the FAA allowed them
to light only three towers, and so they
removed the wiring from the other four.
Then the array went out of adjustment,
and nobody could get it back!
Perplexing problem
Some time later, they rather casually
asked me to go there and correct the adjustment, get the monitoring points
down to what they had been in the original proof, and accomplish all this without delay!
Well, Iworked on it for a couple of
days, but was getting nowhere. The
thing baffled me.

That evening after dinner, Isat around
the motel mulling over the crazy situation, when Isuddenly jumped up and
said to my wife, "Quick, get your clothes
on, Iwant to go out to the transmitter!'
It was about 9PM, and when Igot out
there, Idrove around the field to all seven towers, and discovered they had removed the light wiring from four towers,
but left the same open wire on the three
the FAA had designated.
Two of these were on the daytime array, and one the nighttime! The next
morning Itold the client he had to remove the open wire and replace it with
wire in conduit.
They argued, but Iwas adamant and
insisted it was the only way this complex

MICROPHONES • CIRCUITRY • ACCESSORIES

SHURE
Unidirectional Dynamic
Cardioid
Mfg. list $ 542.00
BSW Super Special

M-267

• Professional Microphone Mixer
•Quality Standard of the Industry
Outstanding performance and versatile capability, yet
modestly priced to fit all budgets. Peak limiter, phantom power, built in battery pack, LED peak indicator,
headphone level control, low mic or line switchable
inputs, transformer balanced inputs and outputs, mic
bus, VU meter, low RFI and line noise susceptibility.

$299.00
SM 63LC
Lightweight
Omnidirectional
Dynamic
Mfg. list
$120.00

Mfg. list $475.00

BSW SUPER SPECIAL

BSW Super Special

$329.00

$85.00

BSW Order & Information Number
1-800-426-8434
Broadcast Supply West • 701 2 - 27th St. West • Tacoma, WA 98466
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Radio World Marketplace
If your company has a new product you which us to consider for inclusion in Radio World Marketplace, please send a press release and black and white photograph to
Radio World Marketplace, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.

Microphone preamp
Studio Technologies, Inc. recently introduced
anew self-powered dual microphone preamplifier, the Mic-PreEminence, of low noise, low distortion, high speed design.
The Mic-PreEminence is useful in any application where complex analog signals ta\
the capabilities of current microphone preamplifiers. Application examples include
minimizing signal flow through aconsole and
digital sampling.
Designed to be an interface between ana log microphones and digital recorders, the
Mic-Pre-Eminence operates as an in and out
transformerless, balanced preamp. Phantom
power, asignal indicator and atrim control are
provided.
Suggested retail price is $795.00.
For more information, call Jennifer Shore at
312-676-9177, or circle Reader Service 61.

Audio tape analyzer
Jasoni Electronics' TAS1000 is acompact, selfcontained analyzer that plugs into audio tape
equipment for quick checks and complete alignment of mono and stereo tape recorders and reproducers, i.e. tape cartridges, reel- to-reels and
cassettes.
It will read noise down to - 70 dB (both channels. Frequency response is + 1dB.
For more information, call Dan Peluso at
702-384-0081, or circle Reader Service 63.

Tower strobe alarm
Broadcast Communications' Tower Strobe
Alarm Model AL-1001 is designed for use with
Models SH-2001, SB-2001 and RTF-2001 tower
strobes.
The AL-1001 is designed to mount in astandard 19" rack panel, using 3'iri" of vertical rack
space. The alarm panel contains an audible
alarm as well as normally open/normally closed
dry contacts to send an alarm to aremote control point, such as a broadcast studio.
Should the strobe beacon fail to flash, the
beacon alarm senses the lack of flashes and
sounds an alarm. Once it again begins to flash,
the alarm automatically resets, ready to sound
an alarm in case the beacon should fail again.
For more information, call James Crooks at
608-833-3977, or circle Reader Service 51.

Shotgun mics
Beyer's MC 736 PV and MC 737 PV are short
and long shotgun microphones designed for
such broadcast applications as ENG/EFP and
sports events.
Both mics feature new reamp designs which
accept any 12-48 V phantom power supply. The
MC 736 is ashort shotgun with a lobed polar
pattern above 2kHz and acardioid pickup pattern below 2kHz for sensitive voice reproduction.
The MC 737's long shotgun design produces
a tightly focused lobed pattern for immediate
off-axis rejection and accurate voice pickup.
For more information, call Mike Solomon at
516-935-8000, or circle Reader Service 65.
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Audio processor
Inovonics Inc.'s new Model 255 "Triband/PWN" incorporates the triple function of
gated, gain-riding AGC, three-band dynamic
compression and program peak limiting.
Wide range control over subjective results
is afforded by a variety of calibrated user
adjustments with particular emphasis on
assignment of program spectral distribution and
density.
The unit utilizes pulse- width modulation in
asystem of "soft-knee" feedforward gain reduction.
The upper crossover frequency is selectable
to accommodate 50- or 75-µsec. or flat transmission characteristics.
For more information, call Jim Wood at
408-458-0552, or circle Reader Service 54.

Emplfasize it!

081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089

090
091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100

II. Job Function
A Ownership
B General management
C Engineering

Audio level controler
Valley People, Inc:s " Levellers," audio level
controllers, are available in two models: one is
atwo channel, rack mount model and the other
is a single channel, modular version. The onboard audio processing computers automatically adjust processing parameters dynamically,
thus allowing the operator one-knob control.
For more information, call Norman Baker at
615-383-4737, or circle Reader Service 77.

Sales Call Service
Plee.e have a salesperson contact me
about these items ( list numbers)
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AUDIO PROCESSOR

• DJ Personality Processor • Phone Line EQ and Noise Suppressor
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• Gated Recovery Compressor

u Unobtrusive Background Noise Gate

• Four Parametric Equalizers • Mike and Line Level Inputs and Outputs
Free Detailed Brochure Available

3 Approve

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
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AM Transmitters Et Exciters

Solid State Making Inroads
by Marlene Petska Lane
Falls Church VA ... Solid state medium
wave transmitters appear to be making
real inroads with broadcasters. The continued improvement in design, as well
as the marked savings for astation's bottom line are the reasons for the growing
attraction.
When the first generation of solid state
transmitters emerged nearly ten years
ago, manufacturers were pushing the
state of the art. Harris introduced its
MW-1and Westinghouse showed a5kW
transmitter (which was never marketed).
Elcom Bauer (then Sparta Bauer) also introduced a 1kW transmitter.
Multiple sources for good equipment
were not available at that time, so manufacturers had to take agamble on the devices they chose. Needless to say, it was
not always smooth sailing.
"We went down what turned out to be
a very narrow path," says Paul Gregg,
President of Elcom Bauer. The then
Sparta Bauer used switching devices
which later were manufactured using an
automated process. That process negated their use for RF application.
The production change meant the devices had to be produced by hand for the
transmitter. Spare parts were unheard
of.
Today's solid state transmitters use
MOSFET power amplifiers, power transistors and power semiconductors,
which were developed for the power
supply industry. Long term availability
of these devices is a given—there are
now more than ten manufacturers.

"With the widespread use of switching
supplies and the MOSFET power amps
being developed for switching power
supplies, the MOSFET devices are getting more powerful and their costs are
dropping significantly," says Joe
DeAngelo, manager, broadcast product
marketing for Harris Corporation.

Overview
And, these newer devices are aradical
improvement over those used in the first
generation of solid state transmitters.
They operate well throughout the entire
medium band and are easily paralleled
for higher power operation.
"MOSFET amps are adiscrete power
amp unto themselves. You can team up
the number of MOSFET amps and utilize their circuit contribution in unique
ways. A tube amplifier doesn't yield as
much flexibility," according to DeAngelo.
Also improved from the first generation is the solid state transmitter's reaction to transients.
"Most of the horror stories you hear
about solid state transmitters relate to
some early experiments, particularly
with the bipolar device transmitters rather than the field effect transistors;' says
Jorgen Jensen, broadcast sales manager
for Nautel in Canada and the US.
Gregg agrees, and adds that the effect
of lightning on solid state transmitters
has been overdramatized.
"Theoretically" he says, "lightning can
do much more damage to a tube type
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transmitter." Gregg explains that the
transients create "problems" only because of the protective circuits within the
transmitters.
"If the tower is momentarily shorted
out because of arcing, the solid state
transmitter reacts to the sudden load
change by engaging its protective circuits
and turning the transmitter off very
quickly," says Gregg.
Admittedly, the tube, because of its
greater thermal mass, is still more forgiving of ashort duration transient than
asolid state device. And if certain precautions are not taken with solid state
transmitters, abroadcaster could have a
problem on his hands.
"In other words;' observes Skip Marsden, senior engineer at Continental, "if
the MOSFET glows red it's all over. The
top comes off and poof ... a spray of
molten steel and that's the end of the
MOSFET."
But the likelihood of this happening
is rarer than the stories you've heard
might make you think. Solid state transmitters can be protected against the type
of load problems that may create
downtime.
Simply giving more thought to proper
grounding and taking some reasonable
precautions against lightning are key in
preventing catastrophic situations.
"You probably ought to be taking pre-

cautions anyway for the protection of the
personnel—you hate to burn up engineers," Jensen says.
Another necessary precaution is to
avoid some of the more questionable
power configurations. One of these is
the open Delta configuration, which
tries to generate three phases from two.
"The Delta configuration is intrinsically unbalanced and highly susceptible to
induced transients, both from manmade sources and from lightning,"
warns Jensen.
Of course, the protective circuits of the
transmitters themselves are constantly
being improved. Continental's new solid
state transmitter, according to Marsden,
"has some interesting circuits that are
pretty effective protection."
The company believes the new transmitter will have areliability similar to the
tube "when bad things happen" at the
transmitter site.
The continued improvements in solid
state design, coupled with the low cost
of manufacturing the units and their reputation for being stingy power consumers, points to astrong solid state future in the eyes of many manufacturers.
"I believe the future is going to be all
solid state," says Marsden. "It will replace the tube, at least in power applications of up to 50 or 100 kW. It's the direction things are going."

BE Improves IliCZN
by Douglas W. Fearn, CE
WCZN
Media PA
WCZN in Chester, PA,
has had a40-year history of service to the
area known as the Philadelphia-Wilmington corridor. When the 1kW AM
station was bought by Lloyd Roach in
1985, he intended to continue this
tradition.
One of his first improvements was a
completely new audio chilin from turntable to transmitter input, including a
new Broadcast Electronics AX-10 AM
stereo exciter. This made WCZN the first
C-QUAM AM stereo station in the Philadelphia area.
In the simplest terms, the C-QUAM
system works by phase modulating the
main carrier frequency with the L— R
(stereo difference) information, while the
main modulation is the sum ( L+R).
A 25 Hz pilot tone is inserted to turn
on the stereo light on a C-QUAM AM
stereo receiver. The AX-10 was installed
in December of 1985 and has worked
flawlessly ever since.
Converting to stereo
The first step in the AM stereo conversion was optimizing the performance of
the 10-year-old Gates BC-1H transmitter,
particularly in regard to incidental phase
modulation (IPM).
In some transmitters, the carrier fre-

quency shifts slightly with modulation.
This can be from power supply regulation or because of changing load impedances on the PA as the transmitter is
modulated.
IPM can be aproblem in transmitters
designed before the development of AM
stereo, because back then it was not considered all that important. Since the ste-
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reo information is phase modulated,
IPM can be the limiting factor in the
amount of stereo separation obtainable.
The BC-1H uses conventional high
level plate modulation. Before anything
else, we replaced all the tubes in the
transmitter and made some measurements.
Performance was quite good, with reasonably flat response to 10 kHz. After
careful modulator bias adjustments and
optimum tuning and loading of the
driver and PA, distortion at any frequency was under 2% at 85% modulation.
We were then ready to connect the
AX-10 to the BC-1H. The AX-10 has left
and right audio inputs and two outputs.
One output is a conventional audio
output for the main transmitter in(continued on page 31)
te•
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Continental Scores High Marks
by Thomas R. McGinley, Dir. Eng.
First Media Corp.
Greenbelt MD ... Since its introduction in 1982, Continental's 317-C2 50 kW
AM transmitter has earned an impressive track record and reputation.
Much has already been written about
the performance of this thoroughbred of
transmitters. The improvements and refinements which Joe Santone and his
staff engineered into the C-2 version
made it aclear winner for us in its power
class.
About one and a half years ago,
WPGC-AM commenced construction of
its new 50 kW, four tower facility on the
edge of Washington, DC.

_..

Clear choice
Before we decided on atransmitter, we
launched acareful research effort to find
out as much as we could about actual
operational experiences of engineers
who had already been running the
various 50 kW rigs available on the market.
User lists of the several units under
consideration were obtained from the
manufacturers.
We developed acheck list of 35 questions which covered virtually every operational aspect and performance characteristic, in addition to general comments.

These questionnaires were then filled
out during telephone conversations with
all the user engineers involved.
The 317-C2 scored high marks in all
catagories. While other transmitters mas'
have had a slight performance edge in

User
Report
afew areas, the Continental was the consensus choice among 21 out of 24 engineers we interviewed.
Classic design
The transmitter's basic design is now
legendary in the industry. The modified
Dougherty screen grid modulation
scheme eliminates all the high power
iron of conventional plate modulation.
The C-2 updates enabled frequency response, THD and IMD performance,
and transient response to rival that of a
solid-state audio power amp.
The characteristics which impressed
us the most about the C-2 were reliability, superb sonic performance, ease of
tuning and maintenance, excellent factory and parts support, and the two year
warranty.
WPC(.-. operates a remote-controlled
site in a marginal environment. As a

daytimer, we placed ahigh premium on
reliability and having full confidence that
the rig would come up each morning
from a cold start without overloads,
downtime and call-outs.
No need for factory help
When our transmitter arrived about a
year ago, two station engineers had the
rig completely installed and wired to the
WC in less than a week.
It fired A-OK into the dummy load on
the first try. As part of the package purchase, Continental normally sends out
a factory engineer for up to four days
without charge to help get the rig set up
and running to spec.
Our maiden voyage went so smoothly,
we chose not to have the factory send a
man out. Instead, we put the free trip
in the bank to use later when and if we
really needed it.
After more than a year of operation,
the only component failure has been a
gassy vacuum variable capacitor in the
PA inter-grid tuning section. It was abit
of a surprise when we finally found it
since vacuum caps rarely fail.
The only other problem encountered
was when we tried to reduce power to
5kW for non-directional testing. At this
level, a zener regulator in the screen
power supply stops conducting and the
rig starts oscillating. We got lucky and

were able to do the NDA proof at 10 kW.
Maintenance- wise, our C-2 runs almost like a5kW rig. Intake air is merely
filtered with the usual furnace type fiberglass filter panels.
An energy saver
No air conditioning has been necessary, even with outside temperatures
reaching over 100 Fin summer. This has
meant a significant savings on power
bills.
We move about 5000 cfm of outside air
through the transmitter via a large
ducted hood with a30" blower at the exhaust port on the outside wall of the
building.
Changing the filters and vacuuming
out each cabinet once every four to six
weeks has proven quite adequate. During lightning storms, the Magniphase
protection circuit has worked like a
dream.
The C-2 can also be brutalized with
audio testing. It takes any waveform and
is very forgiving.
Continental is continuing to make improvements in the 317-C2 design to get
distortion figures even lower ( really Joe,
it's awfully good the way it is), and to
incorporate asolid-state PA driver to replace the 4-400A tube driver. That update
should be available soon.
Editor's note: For more information, contact Vern Collin,.; at Continental:
214-381-7161. The author may be reached at
3014-11-3500.

To Find The Best-Built Broadcast Audio Amplifier...
You've Got To Look "Under The Hood:'

F

rom the outside, most broadcast power amplifiers

look pretty much alike. (After all, audio power amps
are designed to be heard, not seen.) And this might
lead you to suspect that the major brands are pretty
much alike on the inside as well.
So you buy the best-known brand, right?
Wrong. Because on the inside, there are important
differences among amplifiers. And the fact is, the
best-known amplifier ISN'T the best-built amplifier...
The best is BGW.
Once you look inside aBGW broadcast power amp,
the evidence becomes clear. Compare the BGW 85,
our popular 35 watt-per-channel stereo monitor
amplifier, with its best-known competitor:

BEST-KNOWN

DESIGN

BGW

85

COMPETITIVE AMP

Front panel mounted
magnetic circuit breaker

YES

NO

FEATURE

Welded steel construction for ,,,,,,
superior RFI shielding
In
High-efficiency, low noise
toroidal power transformer
Choice of active or transformer balanced input options

YES
YES

Full complementary discrete circuitry for optimum performance
Plug-in modular design for fast,
easy servicing in the field

Rear-mount
fuse

„ Aluminum
IV chassis
Conventional
IV power transformer

mi.%

Transformer input
NO option NOT available
%TA

un

Quasi-complemen-

„

Hard-wired, precludes

While the other brand is acompetent performer, as
abroadcast engineer you can readily appreciate the
extra care in engineering we put into the model 85.
And every BGW amplifier is built with the same
total commitment to engineering excellence.
So to be sure your next audio power amplifier is
better built on the inside, just make sure that it has
the BGW logo on the outside.

11C11
SYSTEMS

13130 S. Yukon Ave
Hawthorne, CA 90250
(213) 973-8090

The Closer You Look, The Better BGW Sounds

nu tary circuit design

YES

N
Omodule swap

Avallabe
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Nautels Prove Reliable for Lotus
by Lindy Williams, VP
Lotus Communications Corp.
Los Angeles CA ... Rarely do transmitter purchase decisions filter up to the
non-technical executives of the company.
But my suggestion that we purchase a
transmitter with no tubes, designed and
built by acompany that no other executive in this company had even heard of,
was abit more than my colleagues were
willing to take.
Lotus Communications has a large
number of other transmitters, all bearing the same label, and all giving us
good service. Why gamble?
Researching the unknown
It was in the fall of 1984 when Ipicked
up my phone and proceeded to call all
12 of the US stations on the Nautel users
list.
Iasked for the owner or manager of
each station; Iwanted the opinion of the
person who footed the bill for the device.
What Iheard was arevelation: "best purchase Iever made," "we haven't lost a
moment's air time," "it sounds better
than anything I've ever heard!'
If you are planning to do the same research now, be prepared to spend afew
days on the phone.
The list now looks like awho's who in
broadcasting.
Our first Nautel went to WTAQ in Chicago, anewly purchased Lotus station.

The motivation for the purchase was to
be as competitive and aggressive as possible without dirtying the sound.
Not Star Wars inspired
The Nautel was an exceptionally good
choice in both areas. We found it able to
hold the high intensity of aCRL AM4
with the clarity and freedom from overshoot unheard of in an AM transmitter.
The IM distortion levels were amagnitude lower than any other PDM transmitter we have in the company.
The major attraction for purchasing
the Nautel was the straightforward design. The design concepts are not Star
Wars technology, and they do not get into what Irefer to as the "microprocessor
controlled bulk erasure syndrome!'
The Nautel has afairly conventional
pulse duration modulation scheme with
aconservative, V-FET RF section. There
is agreat deal of redundancy built right
into the 5kW. There are backup cards for
the modulation driver as well as the
oscillator.
The transmitter is capable of operating
with aloss of several RF output cards as
well as modulator cards and can still
function at reduced power.
Precautions eliminate worry
The package is small by today's standards. The modules pull out directly
from the front for easy maintenance and
repair.

CSI Pleases WENO
by Erwin O'Conner, Owner
WENO
Chattahoochee FL ... I'd like to share
with RW readers my experiences with
my station's CSI T-5-A transmitter and
the performance of the equipment for
the last eight years.
As the station's owner, there were
several factors Ihad to use in selecting
atransmitter for our power increase to
5kW in 1978.
First of all, and most obviously, Iwas
looking for a new unit with increased
power consumption. Another factor was
ease of maintenance.
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But Ithink the deciding factor was the
people at CSI. Idiscovered some people
who were not only interested in selling
me a transmitter, but who wanted to
make sure it would be in my best interest.
They helped me get alease plan, and
later helped me with aPhasemaster unit
when Iwas unable to get commercial
power, three phase. Even now, years
later, Iget calls from people who want
to know how my transmitter is doing.
Never afailure
Ican honestly say that in eight years
Ihave not lost a single minute due to
transmitter failure.
Sure, Ihave been off the air. The hurricane last year took my power lines, and
several times we have had power out-

ages. But the T-5-A has never failed me.
Most of the time Isign on, and it is a
pleasure to turn the transmitter on and
watch it reach the power level purring
like akitten.
Isuppose power bills vary according
to where your station is located. But my
bill for January this year was $375. Not
bad for 5kW.
Still going strong
And what about maintenance costs?
Here again my CSI has been very economical. The expensive 10 kW tube in
the final has not even began to weaken
... Istill have the modulator tubes.
My engineer makes his regular checks
each week, and each time he makes the
same report: the transmitter is running
fine; no problems.
Meters are easy to read, and the transmitter is easy -to get to for maintenance
checks.
We are impressed with the quality of
our signal, as well as the range. WENO
reaches out very well for aFlorida station.
Of course looks are not especially important, but Ithink my CSI looks sharp
even after eight years. It is just an all
around good piece of equipment.
If Iwere increasing again, putting in
anew station, or just in need of abroadcast transmitter, CSI would be my first
choice— in fact my only choice.
Editor's note: For more information contact Bernie Gelman at CSI Marketing:
813-647-1904. The author may he reached at
904-663-2323.

It is readily field repairable, although
after more than 18 months of operation,
the unit has failed only once. That failure
was caused by alightning surge through
the power line.
As most of you would guess, the transmitter is not quite as forgiving as atube
type when it comes to line spikes. Nor
will it sit for days and look at ahighly
reactive load.
The installation of MOVs ahead of your
service breakers will prevent damage
from the first, and Iwould recommend
that the input network to your phasor
or ATU be given aquick check with an
OIB before connecting the transmitter.
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Both of these precautions should be
taken regardless of what type of transmitter you are installing.
When we first took delivery, the transmitter had sustained damage from shipping. Isuspect that the transmitter was
dropped off of aloading dock.
The heavy metal bars which support
the RF output tuning network were bent
badly and all of the large meters across
the top of the transmitter were shattered.
We placed a call to the factory and
Nautel had a service technician on a
plane to Chicago that evening to repair
It.
One suggestion
When Iasked Andy Wise, our chief
engineer at WTAQ for input about the
transmitter, his first words were about
the exceptional factory support, coupled
with the fact that he simply does not
think about his transmitter because it
rarely fails.
The only aspect of design which he

would have changed was the placement
of the remote control and metering connections. They are behind the whisper
fans on the back of the transmitter.
Since the "plate" voltage is only 70 V,
one would have little hesitation working
inside the transmitter while it is on.
Andy pointed out that the fans can be
removed for access to the terminals
while the transmitter is still in operation,
but they can be left off for only afew
minutes before the heat build-up becomes excessive. Try that with a4CX15,000.
Solid state won't drift
One of the pleasantries of asolid state
transmitter is its stability. The three Nautel stations mentioned in this review are
all C-QUAM stereo.
The ability to install and align a CQUAM exciter and come back three
months later to find that it hasn't drifted
is quite refreshing.
In theory, any device using tubes will
perform optimally for only ashort period of time. There will be deterioration
almost from the moment the tube is installed until the deterioration becomes
apparent, even to the listener.
A system which eliminates this deterioration is like finding the transmitter
fountain-of-youth. The Nautel is aclassic
example of that discovery.
At this writing, Lotus Communications has two more Nautels on order.
Ironically, none of the three transmitters
were purchased for the same reasons.
Operates under hostile conditions
We have a 5kW Nautel ordered for
KOXR in Oxnard. The principal reason
for this selection is because the transmitter will have to operate in a hostile
environment.
The transmitter building is located in
(continued on page 24)

For A Sound That Soars
Above And Beyond
TTC/WILKINSON MODEL X FM EXCITER

•Superior AFC design minimizes baseline shift
•FM signal-to-noise ratio 90dB
•Frequency resporse within .05dB from 20 Hz to 100kHz
•Low distortion (
THD, IMO, TIM) less than . 01%
•For more information call TTC ( 303) 465-4141

$4,795.
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DE Selects Kahn Stereo for Katz

_41

▪

by David Solinske, CE
WSYR

plemented only as atool to increase the
"listenability" of the AM stations.

Syracuse NY ... In 1980 when John
Marino, DE of Katz Broadcasting was
selecting an AM stereo system for the
Katz stations, he defined certain standards to avoid detrimental technical results that could interfere with the chain's
success.
He felt that the quality of the mono
transmission must never be sacrificed.
This meant all sidebands of the signal in
mono and stereo must be passed. Restriction of sidebands would add to the
muddiness on atypical low fidelity, high
distortion AM receiver.

Stereo sidebands
John chose the Kahn Independent
Sideband AM Stereo system. What that
name means to most people is that if you
tune from WSYR at 570 kHz to the left,
towards 560, you will receive the left
audio channel. Upwards towards 580,
you get the right channel.

Setting standards
The system was required to operate
with the oft times heavy co-channel interference WSYR receives from WMCA
in our mutually protective nulls: interference that can be measured at over 1
mV 1.5 miles from our transmitter at
night at the monitor point towards
1VMCA.
John insisted no new, never-beforeheard sound effects of any type should
be generated by the stereo system, in
either mono or stereo receiving modes.
He wanted to avoid any FM multipath
effects ( since FM has proven to be somewhat of a competitor to AM), and declared our chosen system must meet all
FCC Rules and Regulations and be im-
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The sidebands are the stereo, independent of locking on apilot tone with phasing considerations which contribute to
the picket fencing and multipath sound
effects experienced on FM in stereo.
The Kahn STR-77 stereo generator consists of acouple of rack units which, for
the layman, take the left and right audio
channels through acard cage which contains enough circuitry to encode aL— R
channel.
The circuitry then phase modulates it
so it cancels out the mono in the upper
and lower sidebands when it mixes in
the main transmitter with the mono audio derived from the left and right audio
inputs.
It's like throwing a curve ball or
angling abat before hitting. It steers the
left and right channels into their very

STERLING
PER]FO D JVIANCE

Rtd»_(_
Turntable Preamp
Model TP-500
The all new Radix is everything you
would expect in a high performance
turntable preamp. Superb specifications
with quality components and construction throughout permit Radix to claim
"Uncompromising Sterling Performance."
Mfg. list $289.95

CALL FOR BSW PRICE
«la

Designed For Exceptional
RFI Immunity
•Distortion:
Less than .01% at full output
•Noise:
Better than 76 dB S/N unweighted
•Channel separation: 90 dB
•Output:
+20 dBM single ended .600 OHMS
+25 dBM balanced .600 OHMS
•Designed for stereo or dual mono
operation

1-800-426-8434
r.

Broadcast Supply West • 7012 - 27th St. W. • Tacoma, WA 98466
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own sidebands. Any two radios then,
may be tuned above and below the station frequency to hear stereo.
The STR-77 and the newer STR-84
both have redundant power supplies,
each built like abattleship. The main advantages of the STR-84 are acleaner card
cage and a different filter on the L— R
channel to permit stereo separation up
to 7500 Hz.
The unit features simple left and right
audio inputs, and mono audio and RF
outputs. A complete set of test BNC
jacks reside on the front panel for interstage sampling. There are provisions for
day and night adjustments for optimizing two antenna modes.
Easy installation, adjustment
Installation is done by any station engineer in just afew hours. It involves connecting the mono audio output to the
transmitter audio input.
The RF output from the Kahn unit is
inserted into the transmitter where the
normal oscillator output (carrier frequency) connects to the IPA or other advanced stage at the oscillator output.
That completes installation.
The transmitter, now in stereo, operates more like FM where the exciter
generates the carrier frequency. Adjustment for operation involves use of a
spectrum analyzer ( usually borrowed
from a local TV station or instrument
rental agency), or a Kahn RF01 stereo
monitor.
Iprefer using the RF01 first, to take
advantage of the neutralization " Neut
Meter" feature. Improper neutralization
usually generates hum in stereo.
Use either to set the AM and PM time
delays for maximum separation. Imust
admit Iprefer the spectrum analyzer to
watch the separation of L and R at the
same time after neut metering the rig.
The Kahn system is totally independent of antenna system bandwidth or
transmitter loading. This proves useful
as we chase seasonal variations in tuning on our three tower DA2array here
in the cold north country.
When you hit it big down the road,
you can broadband the antenna system
or perfect the array in any way you
choose with the thousands of dollars it

takes to do it right ... but you can
sound good in stereo now, and it doesn't
take all night or constant adjusting.
Outstanding performance
On air performance and reliability has
been exemplary. Imust admit, working
with an unknown or unfamiliar piece of
gear Idid put a "patch around" set of
jacks on the transmitter front panel three
years ago when Iarrived in case of stereo
generator failure.
The transmitter has kicked a few
buckets since then, but the stereo
generator never sputtered or failed.
Dave Doughty at WTLB, Utica, with
his 5kW Continental gets 30 dB separation to over 4kHz, falling then as aresult
of an interference-preventing filter; we
get 26-28 at WSYR.
Dom Bordonaro of WFTG, the only
person I contacted with the newer
STR-84, gets just over 30 dB up to 7500
Hz. This is a result of a less stringent
filter, the only purpose of which is to
meet the stringent FCC tone tests as they
exist "on the book."
Newer FCC statements could lead to
modification of the type of tone tests
done, and the filters could be removed
from any new or old exciter, giving
separation up to 15 kHz. The Kahn system easily passes the tests in mono,
above those filter frequencies ( in both
stereo and mono reception modes).
Keep in mind that those filters limit
separation, not frequency response. Distortion and S/N all depend on your
transmitter maintenance, not the Kahn
system.
Not susceptible to outside interference
My experience shows that going under
abridge or power lines, the station fades
out in stereo, and fades up in stereo. Being phase independent and not locked
to apilot tone as is FM, it cannot be influenced, unlocked or otherwise unduly influenced by outside factors.
Co-channel stations don't bother us,
and our ratings show that our mono listeners have not been hurt in the least.
Since Leonard Kahn has insisted that
receiver manufacturers to whom he licenses his technology provide high fidelity reception so the public does not just
get two channels of AM garbage, we feel
he is looking out for AM licensees and
owners in the areas of quality and
(continued on next page)

Nautels Perform Reliably
(continued from page 23)
a river bottom area adjacent to a rock
quarry. Huge earth-moving trucks constantly pass the building on adirt road.
Under the towers are grazing sheep,
which probably will mutate from intense
radiation (are you listening ANSI?). That
means no vegetation anywhere. The
dust problem is unbelievable. With only 70 V rails, the Nautel could be buried
in the stuff and still not experience a
flash-over.
This unattended remote transmitter
site needs all the help it can get. It's getting a Nautel.
Efficiency important
The third Nautel will be a 10 kW for
KTKT in Tucson, AZ. The existing transmitter is of late vintage and uses a
Dougherty modulation scheme.

The device is competitive and reliable
but very inefficient. The port-to-port efficiency is in the low 30% range, while
its Nautel replacement specs are at 73%.
It doesn't take much arithmetic to calculate the difference. With $3,000 ayear
in tube savings, and aconsiderable reduction in air conditioning, aNautel will
pay for itself from the savings it
generates.
It is impossible for me to hide my enthusiasm for this transmitter. Every engineer Ihave spoken with would love to
own one, and every engineer who does
seems to share my feelings.
Igive this device a 9.95. Everyone
knows there are no 10s.
Editor's note: For more information, contact forge! Jensen at Nautel: 207-947-8200.
The author may he reached at 213-461-8225.
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WITL Opts for CARQUAM System
by Geary S. Morrill, DE
Mid-West Family Stations
Lansing MI ... When WITL-AM decided to commence stereo broadcasting
in 1983, there were precious few AM stereo stations on air anywhere in the country. And, unlike FM, the FCC had created amonster by its failure to adopt a
single transmission standard.
In our search for which system to
choose, we sought the benefits of receiver availability, improved fidelity (low
distortion and high separation figures)
and manufacturer support.
All three were needed to give WITLAM afighting chance in a market that
has been FM dominated since the early
1970s. Without receivers, what difference
would it make?
Once receivers were available, our signal would have to stand the scrutiny of
being compared to FM. And without
substantial support from the manufacturer, we wouldn't stand achance.
Deciding on a system
After speaking with folks who had the
various systems, and afriend in Indianapolis who was able to hear the Delco
tests being conducted, one point became
obvious—Motorola was committing the
manpower and expertise needed to get
things going forward.
All of their installations were being
made by factory-trained personnel to ensure optimal system performance.
Since we were not talking about FM
transmitters and antennas with relatively
wide passbands, there was areal need
for factory-trained expertise. My 1970
Collins 820D1 and 81M3 tower phasing
gear had never been designed to pass
stereo modulation.
After further examination, Idecided to
go with the Motorola C-QUAM Model
1300 exciter and 1310 monitor.
During initial installation with Pete
Boyce of Midamerica Broadcast Service
(a Motorola installation subcontractor) it
was determined that our performance
figures were being limited by the capacitive modulation sample provided on the
820D1. Pete ordered in aDelta torroidal

DE Chooses
to Go Kahn
(continued from previous page)
interference.
It is generally accepted that the public
misunderstands the difference between
high fidelity and stereo. The Kahn system provides hi-fi transmission to 15 khz
if desired in stereo and mono, and
avoids splatter while doing it.
Should you buy Kahn? That's not for
me to say. Get aSony or Kenwood multisystem radio and then visit New York or
LA. Drive around. Listen. Talk to stations that have used one or all systems.
Multisystem radios keep everyone honest.

transformer ( at Motorola expense).
After this we turned some numbers
that were respectable and well within
FCC requirements (L+R 2% distortion or
less, 100 Hz to 7500 Hz at 95% modulation; Lor Ronly, less than 1% distortion,
50 Hz to 7500 Hz at 60% modulation;
separation 27 dB at 1kHz.)
Iwas impressed with the amount of
delay and equalization available in the
exciter to compensate for the various
combinations required for different

.3
transmitter designs and vintages.
Since the phase and envelope information take entirely different paths
through the transmitter, this is necessary
to get 'both to arrive at the antenna in
time coincidence.
Improving performance
Isaw Pete off and figured that would
be the end of it. Within days, Verne Buland, Motorola's field service coomlinator
was on the phone.

Based on the common point sweep I
had sent him prior to installation and a
debriefing with Pete, he was convinced
that my plant was capable of better
performance.
Ihad invited Verne up to Lansing to
speak at an upcoming SBE chapter meeting. When he arrived, he brought Don
Wilson and aspectrum analyzer in tow,
and we spent another Experimental
Period taking acloser look at the setup
(
continued on page 29)

What's the radio industry's
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Editor's note: For more information, contact Leonard Kahn at Kahn Communications:
516-222-2221. The author may he reached
at 315-472-9797.
Circle Reader Service 3 on Page 20
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Delta Exciter Called
Stereo "Mack Truck"
by Craig V. Kingcaid, Tech

Dir

WHAM! WVOR
Rochester NY ... In spite of it all, you
and your staff decide to go AM stereo.
If you've looked at several of the exciters on the market and are still undecided, then you haven't looked at the
Delta exciter. Here is an exciter that could
be called the "Mack truck" of AM stereo
exciters.
Idon't know why some manufacturers
seem compelled to make everything
smaller and smaller. Does anyone really believe that the transmitter site is the
place to practice micro- surgery?

rUser

Report
Enter the Delta AM stereo exciter. Here
is apiece of gear that is truly built to survive at the transmitter site.
Physically the exciter and the companion monitor are the same size— the
standard rack width of 19", 51
4 "high
/
and alittle over 14 1
/ "deep. The front of
2
the exciter is commanding, with its two
black and red on white VU meters.
There is arocker switch in the center
of the face panel to switch the meters
from reading left and right audio to L+R
and L- R audio.
This is very handy for making sure the
exciter is being driven properly. It allows
you to see both functions in either position of the switch at the same time.
Centered above the rocker switch are
three red LED indicators. They are labelled Pilot, Stereo and Night. They
show status of the exciter's inner
workings.

RF Specialties of California
3463 State St. #229
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(805)682-9429 Sam Lane

RF Specialties of Florida
P.O. Box 397
Niceville, Florida 32578
(904)678-8943 all Turney

RF Specialties of Nebraska
2003 Brewster Road
Bellevue, Nebraska 68005
(402)734-5521 Don Denver

RF Specialties Pennsylvania
121 Conneaut Drive
Pittsburgh, Penn 15239
(412)733-1994 Tom Monahan

RF Specialties of Texas
P.O. Box 8316
Amarillo, Texas 79114
(806)372-4518
Don Jones & Tim Hawks

Pilot indicates whether the 25 Hz tone
is being injected if the system is in the
stereo mode. ( Note: You don't need the
pilot on to be in stereo as with FM
signals.)
Night indicates if the optimization circuits for day or night are selected. The
Day/Night circuits could also be called
"Main" transmitter and "Auxiliary"
transmitter for those of you nonDA
types.
WHAM used this to be able to optimize the exciter for its MW-50 main
transmitter and the MW-10 auxiliary
transmitter. When transmitters are
switched, the exciter is made to track the
transfer, ensuring optimum AM stereo.
Below the rocker switch is aremovable
panel. Behind that is what Delta refers
to as the front subpanel. This panel has
the most-used controls.
Ithought it was nice of Delta to do this
rather than mix them in with all the
other controls, of which there are many.
It eliminates the " , Igot my little
greenie on the wrong adjustment." I
know we've all been there—asimple adjustment turns out to be a real
breathtaker.
The pot adjustments are of the multiturn variety: + Limit, - Limit, Day L+R,
Night L+R and Balance. Push-button
switches control the Off/On of the Pilot.
The Day/Night switch controls the
Day/Night optimization circuits and the
L+R envelope. The L+R envelope switch
is more of ameter function switch than
an operation switch.
The + and - Limit adjustments are
just that. Delta has built into its exciter
apositive and negative modulation limiter. It works with your processor to ensure the carrier is not pinched off (good-

OFF THE AIR?
Cablewaye Connectors now
stocked in your area.

Get back on the air fast! Your
local RF Specialties office
now stocks afull line of
Cablewave connectors
for immediate delivery. Call
us for competitive
prices on
your transmission line
needs.

RF Specialties of Washington
11721 15th Ave. N.E.
Seattle, Washington 98125
(206)363-7730
John Schneider & Bob Arnold.

•11.

Each Office is Independently
Owned and Operated

RF 6pccicilticc®
Group
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bye AM stereo detection) or over- negatively modulated.
The + Limiter is usually not set. That
one is left up to your AM processor. The
L+R Day and Night settings are used to
set the mono or the usual modulation of
the carrier.
The audio for the driving amplifier in
this section is getting its audio from the
left and right inputs to the exciter.
The rear panel of the exciter contains
the input and output connections. In addition to the usual left and right inputs,
there are a few others.
Day and Night L+R outputs go to the
conventional audio inputs on the
transmitter.
These outputs are not switched with
any of the switching functions in the exciter. They may be used as separate outputs to two transmitters. Or only one of
the ouputs may be used to the main
transmitter.
Another option is to use an external relay to track your DA system and use it
to set modulation levels on two antenna modes.
In addition to these, you will find six
BNC connectors. They are labelled Day
Variable RF, Night Variable RF, Day TTL
and Night TTL, SMPX ( sample transmitter) and Sync.
As you know, the L- R signal of the
AM stereo is generated in quadrature on
the station carrier. Delta gives you the
option of using either an RFtype signal
to drive the low level stage of the transmitter or a pure TTL-type signal.
Surprisingly, different types of transmitters of the same manufacture " like"
different types of drive. The Day and
Night Variable RF drives are switched,
while the TTLs are not.
The variable RF drives do not share a
common level control. Therefore their
adjustments can be independently set.
Again this gives you a lot of options
when you are planning your system.
The two remaining outputs are Sample transmitter and Sync. The Sample
transmitter output is used to "close circuit" test the exciter and the modulation
monitor.
It is agood test to be sure the system
is performing properly. And the problems, if any, are brought into focus.
Sync output is adirect feed from the
carrier generation circuits. It's a good
place to check carrier frequency.
The final items on the rear of the exciter are dry contacts to interlock or lock-

out transmitters so operators don't try to
bring them up without drive. Another
nice feature is the mono night remote
switching capability, which is sometimes
overlooked.
Removing the top cover of either the
exciter or the monitor, one can see the
Delta attention to detail. Here are some
mighty fine touches to first classiness.
The cards are made of the finest PC
material available. Edge connectors are
of the zero insertion type.
The cards are slid into the edge connector and akey is turned to either open
or close the "jaw-like" connectors. There
is plenty of room and space for air to circulate around the components—a big
plus for my money.
The power supply, the lifeblood of any
electronic system, is big and beefy. Ilike
alot of brute force in this area; this is the
last place a CE needs problems.
Audio into the exciter passes not
through atransformer, but through an
opamp circuit. No steel cores to bounce
the audio around in this unit— another
big plus in my book.
It will pass highly processed audio
very nicely. Comronents on the cards
are of the highest quality, passing
through Delta's rigid test requirements.
Failures, if any, are few and far
between.
Isuppose Icould go into great detail
about the circuits' operations, but suffice
to say that they perform well beyond the
required specifications of most receivers
on the market, and indeed the requirements of the AM stereo rules.
Another major consideration when
going the AM stereo route is installation
and service. Here again Delta gets very
high marks. Ihave gone through this at
two stations, KEEL in Shreveport, LA,
and here at WHAM in Rochester, NY.
1can truthfully say that Delta's attention to detail and interest in being sure
the installation was perfect left alasting
impression in my mind.
Mike Hotchkiss, the Delta engineer
who did both stations, is very well
versed in the ASM-1 stereo exciter and
marrying" it to atransmitter. His professionalism also left a lasting
impression.
Like the car dealers say: "It's the service after the sale that counts."
Editor's note: For more information, contact Bob Bousman at Delta: 703-354-3350.
The author may he reached at 716-454-3942
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Shortwave Aided by Elcom Batter
by John McCloy, CE
CFRB-CFRX
Toronto Ontario ... Some might think
our 50 kW medium wave transmitter is
putting out a horrendous sixth harmonic. However, such is not the case
here at CFRB-CFRX in Toronto.
What we're doing is using an Elcom
Bauer 701B modified for shortwave.
CFRX broadcasts 24 hours aday on 6070
kHz. CFRB broadcasts on 1010 kHz with
50 kW full-time using three towers for
daytime operation and four towers at
night.
C-QUAM shortwave
Located near Mississauga, Ontario,
CFRX utilizes a 1
4 wavelength omni/
directional antenna. CFRB broadcasts in
C-QUAM stereo with the mono output
of the CRL audio processing chain being fed to the shortwave transmitter for
fully duplicated programming.
Canadians settled in the sparsely populated areas of Northern Canada as well
as those vacationing in the Caribbean listen regularly to the nighttime signal of
CFRX.
Daytime reception throughout the up-

per Midwest is regularly reported. DX
reports come in from the United Kingdom and Scandanavia and we respond
to each one with a verification card.
Solid state design
The CFRX transmitter is the classic
high level plate modulated type, all solid
state except for the 4-400 tubes used in
the power amplifier and modulator.

rUser

Report
Elcom Bauer designates their shortwave band 1000 W transmitter as the
701BHF. This series has adual winding
filament supply allowing use of either
the 5 V 4-400 or the 10 V 4-500.
We chose to use the 4-400 since the
same tube is used in the low level stage
of our 50 kW medium wave transmitter.
Most af the modifications needed for
continuous HF duty are in the RF section.
The solid state oscillator operates on
carrier frequency using astable, ovenless
crystal. A buffer and atwo stage amplifier provide sufficient signal to current

drive aclass "D" output stage.
Though abipolar transistor is used in
our transmitter, I understand later
models use apower MOSFET type. A pi
network matches the RF driver into the
final grid circuit. Neutralization has been
added to the final amplifier, making it
quite stable over the 49 meter band.
The output network is api- Ltype using avariable vacuum capacitor for plate
tuning. In our ap'plication the output impedance is the standard unbalanced 50
ohms.
Our transmission line and antenna
matching network are identical, in
theory, to those we would use in the
medium wave band.
The audio frequency portion of the
701BHF consists of a pair of 4-400
tetrodes operated push-pull class AB-1.
Since this configuration does not require
any driving power, two 2N3739 voltage
amplifiers are used to provide approximately 300 Vr, of audio frequency voltage to the grids.
Simple to operate
The Elcom Bauer 701BHF is well
metered and simple in its operation. All
components are quite accessible and

there is an abundance of space, particularly in the RF area where the smaller
components required for HF operation
are considerably smaller than their low
frequency equivalent.
It can handle high positive modulation
and has excellent specifications. The
"toaster" type dummy load built into the
701B is missing from my HF version— it
is probably too reactive at shortwave frequencies to be useful.
CFRX serves an epreciative audience
and has been in operation since 1937.
The Elcom Bauer 701BHF installed
in late 1983 has helped us serve that
audience with a reliable, high quality
signal.
Editor's note: Shortwave broadcasting at
power levels less than 50 kW is not permissible in the United States. Elcom Bauer
reports that single frequency shortwave
transmitters at power levels of 10 kW and
below are quite popular throughout Latin and
South America.
Some of the technical information above
was provided by Paul Gregg at Elcom Bauer;
he may be contacted at 916-381-3750.
The author may be reached at 416-9245711.
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Staying ahead of the guy next door gets
harder and harder. With modulation levels approaching their theoretical limits, the line between competitive audio processing and fatiguing overprocessing becomes finer every day.
What's achief engineer to do?
Many engineers are finding that the TEXAR
AUDIO PRISMT"" delivers unbelievably potent
audio punch without producing listener-fatiguing grunge. The secret is DIGITAL CONTROL.
Digital control doesn't feed aragged sawtooth
wave into the control port of your VCA to
create annoying sum and difference products.

Digital control does deliver on-air clarity
simply not possible with analog-based processors. The TEXAR AUDIO PRISMTm is now
on the air on six major FM's in New York, three
major FM's in Los Angeles, and over twohundred other stations across the U.S. and
Canada.
Station after station is discovering that digital
control delivers the same or greater signal
penetration as the most expensive analogbased processors, but without the grunge and
processing artifacts. Fewer processing artifacts
mean less listener fatigue and better quarterhour maintenance.

TEXFIR

•Opemod 8000 and Optimod 8100 are registered trademarks of

punio PMSITI

CP
é-giG. BANE)

On AM, the AUDIO PRISMT"' with
EAGLETM clipper is a complete processing
system, from console output to transmitter input. On FM, the AUDIO PRISM serves as a
supercharger for your OptimodTM or other
high-quality FM limiter/stereo generator
combination.
For immediate service, call Barry Honel or
Glen Clark at (412) 85-MICRO.
Try the digitally-controlled TEXAR AUDIO
PRISM in your station for 10 days with no
obligation. See if you don't agree that digital
control isn't just the latest high-tech buzzword.
It really does make adifference.

616 Beatty Road, Monroeville, PA 15146-1502
(412) 856-4276
(412) 85-MICRO

OREAN ASSOCIATES INC., San Francisco, California
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Carrier Current Compared to AM
sales, advertising and billing.
Finally, carrier current lets us define
how we can best serve our listeners.

by William Wallace, Fac. Adv.
WMCR
Monmouth IL ... Last October, Monmouth College's carrier current station
celebrated 25 years of ( mostly) uninterrupted service to our campus.
As we collectively admired the plaque
which marked this achievement, we
found ourselves reminiscing about
highlights and lowlights, successes and
failures.
Carrier current advantages
In the beginning, carrier current was
both aconscious choice and apractical
necessity. We had asmall number of dormitories-to serve, little or no chance to
operate as an educational FMer and very
limited resources.
While we still occasionally talk about
broadcasting to the "real world," we have
recognized that carrier current operation
offers us some real advantages. Since we
are not under the licensing authority of
the FCC, our broadcast schedule can
vary to suit our needs.
Currently, we are on the air about 14
hours aday Sunday through Thursday.
We sign off at 3PM on Friday and do nott
broadcast on Saturday. It may seem kind
of odd, but it works for us.
Another plus is that we have the opportunity to sell commercial time. While
our rate card won't make anyone run for
cover, we think it is useful that our students have the chance to be involved in

Taking the good with the bad
While we've been quite satisfied with
our carrier current operation, to quote a
colleague, " It ain't perfect by a long
shot."
Initial setup requires the assistance of
trained professionals, and acceptable
coverage and clarity is still amixture of
art and science.

[
-User

Report

Since we're not a "real" radio station,
some record companies tend to ignore
us. And carrier current really suffers
without aregularly scheduled program
of preventive maintenance.
Over the years, our experience has
allowed us to discover a number of
"Radio Truisms." For example:
• Broadcast equipment doesn't seem
to work well under four feet of water;
• The path of lightning's least resistance usually includes your distribution
amps;
• No matter how well your transmitter/coupler units work, building coverage will be spotty at best if your incoming audio line is dead.
Generally speaking, though, we've
been pretty fortunate.

SUPERELAYM
SUPERELAY is a
multi- purpose controller that has many
applications in abroadcast studio, control room, A/V system, or similar installation. For
years, hundreds of
engineers
have built
"black boxes"
full of relays to do all this.

This past summer, we were able to
build and equip new studios (on the 3rd
floor this time, to prevent flooding). At
the same time we attempted to improve
our coverage and distribution.
The setup
Our air studio setup includes a BE
console, two BE turntables, three Tapecaster cart machines, aTEAC reel to reel
and aSharp dual cassette deck. The program output is fed ( through 11
/ "PVC)
2
to an Orhan compressor/limiter.
We run 16 gauge Belden wire from our
building through an amazing array of
steam ntunnels to our existing telephone
hookups. ( We were pleasantly surprised
to find that our cable run of some 600'
does not significantly diminish our signal strength.)
At our telephone line hookups, we use
a TEAC equalizer to improve sound
quality, and run from the equalizer to an
ATI distribution amp in order to feed the
air signal to the various dormitories.
Each of our dorms is served by its own
Radio Systems transmitter and coupler,
which are installed near the main electrical panels in each building.
The air signal enters the building via
the telephone line, and is then fed
throughout the building by the transmitter coupler.
As several different installation and
coverage combinations are possible, we
relied on Radio Systems for advice concerning placement, loading and the like.
Comparable to AM
Determining the "quality" of any signal is asubjective evaluation at best, and
so it is difficult to offer comparisons between our carrier current reception and
that of other radio stations.
Our perception is that our signal,
when properly adjusted, is comparable
to competing AM stations, although we
seem to fall short of "FM stereo" sound.
In order to maintain optimum reception,
our transmitters and couplers require adjustment about once a month.
When Icame to Monmouth in 1979,
we had just installed new transmitters
ind couplers manufactured by Radio

Systems. After eight years, we're beginning to upgrade and replace these units
with new Radio Systems equipment.
Given that we've done everything
from running dead shorts through the
equipment to installing it in rooms not
fit for man nor beast, we think we've gotten our money's worth. ( We've also had
a pretty supportive administration
which has recognized that certain minimum equipment and budget levels must
be met.)
Maintaining peak performance
As part of our system improvements,
Monmouth has brought aRadio Systems
technician back onto campus to send test
signals into our buildings and to consult
with us on ways to keep our equipment
"healthy and happy."
Conducting such a survey is a wise

66
Our perception is that
our signal, when
properly adjusted, is
comparable to
competing AM
stations.

55

complement to the regular maintenance
we perform on the transmitters. And the
report we received afterward is helping
us to get the best performance from a
difficult medium.
Currently, WMCR has about 35 students on the staff who are in charge of
the day-to-day workings of the station.
Any student on our campus may participate, although some effort is made to assure our "product" is worth listening to.
In general, we've been pleased with
our carrier current operation. Carrier
current has been acost effective way to
transmit an acceptable broadcast signal.
It has given our students experience in
advertising and sales, and has offered us
agood deal of flexibility. The system isn't
foolproof, but on balance it does offer an
alternative worth considering.
Editor's note: For more information, call
Bill Wohl at Radio Systems: 215-356-4700.
The author may he reached at 309-457-2311.

Before lightning damages your
valuable equipment, let us
design an affordable Stati-Cat
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ATLANTA, GA
(404) 964-1464

LOS ANGELES, CA
(818) 843-5052

CHICAGO, IL
(312) 470-0303
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Each Stati -Cat has 120 sharp, stainless steel points
to provide acontinuous low- resistance discharge path for the
static electric charge found on all tall structures. Stati -Cat prevents
the high voltage gradient between cloud and earth that eventually
leads to the sudden, massive discharge known as lightning.
Write for afree brochure.
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WITL Opts for C-QUAM System
(continued from page 25)
Finally, we determined that the fixed
neutralization in the PA was the culprit
limiting our IPM floor, and consequently, the separation we could attain.
A few weeks later, Greg Buchwald arrived with afull assortment of doorknob
caps and we proceeded to "walk" the
neutralization in.
Then we obtained separation figures
of 35 dB at 1kHz (25 dB at 50 Hz and
29 dB at 10 kHz). This was roughly twice
as good as the FCC performance specs,
without major modifications to our
plate- modulated transmitter.
Good with old or new transmitters
All of these visits were at Motorola's
expense, indicating once again their
commitment to making AM stereo work,
and satisfying their customers.
I've spoken with some stations that
have installed Motorola C-QUAM with
the newer solid state transmitters, and
their specs are another order of magnitude beyond mine.
These transmitters, specifically designed to limit IPM of the carrier are truly
impressive.
On the other hand, Ialso know of stations that are running C-QUAM with
AmpliPhase transmitters. If you know
how these beasts "tick," you've got to be
impressed with how they could ever get
them to play C-QUAM.
Since installation, we've experienced
no major outages of our stereo operation. Checking system performance
is quite straightforward, with the exciter providing a "sample transmitter"
output for closed loop operation to
isolate transmitter problems from exciter
problems.
L+R and L— R detector outputs are
available on the back of the monitor, and
it's equipped to support remote modulation metering and peak flashers.
Over the years I've had the pleasure

of staying in touch with the C-QUAM
crew. I've had some interesting
experiences.
One involved the development of the
Pioneer KEA433A receiver, during which
time we hosted agroup of Pioneer engineers for an evening of "fun during the
Experimental Period."
Hearing AM stereo
I'm still impressed with the performance of that unit, and the Pioneer SX-6
that was modified for C-QUAM reception by Motorola for demonstration

nautei

purposes.
If all you've heard of AM stereo is a
Sony table radio, you haven't heard AM
stereo! Late last year, Don Wilson
stopped in with the new Motorola exciter
and we ran some "real world" measurements.
This "second generation" exciter responded to many of the features station
engineers had asked for, and improvements have been made in performance
specs.
During the course of events, we found
some problems that were traced back to

the feedback ladders in the transmitter.
This might have gone undetected until
the next proof, but it's resolved now.
Ifind all the Motorola folks extremely
responsive to the real life needs of AM
broadcasters. I'm aware of more than one
transmitter or receiver manufacturer that
has directly benefitted from information
and/or design changes that have come
back from C-QUAM field installers and
Motorola's tech staff.
WITL-AM made the commitment
nearly four years ago, and Ihaven't regretted the choice of Motorola C-QUAM.
Editor's note: For more information, contact Chris Payne at Motorola: 202-862-1549.
The author may be reached at 517-393-1010.
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MW- 50 Mod Has Audible Effect
by Jon Frank, CE
WHDH/WZOU
Boston MA ... When WHDH purchased of one of the first Harris MW-50
50 kW AM transmitters in 1974, it made
a long term commitment to both the
product and the manufacturer.
Obviously the expense of a 50 kW
transmitter and the associated installation makes this kind of commitment a
necessity.
Thirteen years later, Iam happy to
report that our commitment to the

MW-50 has been well rewarded by the
people at Harris.
When the MW-50A emerged with its
solid state damper diode and improved
overload panel, Harris made these improvements available to those stations,
like WHDH, who had purchased an
original MW-50.
Then, when the MW-50B, with its new
audio board came on the scene, Harris
again made the modification available.

[User
Report
Both the MW- 50A and B improvements were certainly worthwhile. But for
the most part these upgrades were by
their nature destined to be more appreciated by station engineers than by the
station's listeners.
This is not the case with Harris's MW50C3 modifications.
Iremember first hearing about the
MW- 50C3 on the day the exhibits
opened at the 1985 NAB convention in
Las Vegas.
When Imade it to the Harris booth I
recognized several people Iknew from
Harris already being cornered by other
MW- 50 users.
Lower intermodulation distortion
Eventually Iwas treated to atour of the
new MW-5ÓC3. The major improvement
being offered was asolid state modulator
driver, which replaced the original
4CX1500A tube.
What this improvement promised to
deliver—significantly lower intermodulation distortion— was the reason for all
the excitement.
For WHDH, this was the answer to a
problem that had plagued us for some
time. On any number of occasions Ihad
tried various transmitter retunings and
modifications to lower the IM distortion
in our MW- 50.
The THD numbers were quite good,
running 1to 1.5% percent in the midband (400-5000 Hz) area, but the IM was
atrocious. The best Icould do was 5.5%
at 70% modulation using SMPTE IM
tones. ( Harris used to recommend IM
measurements be taken between 60 and
80% modulation.)
As good as the rest of the transmitter
was, the high IM distortion was standing
in the way of the " transparency" neces-

sary to do justice to the rest of the equipment in our audio chain.
Ikept hearing rumors of legendary
transmitter engineers who were getting
IM numbers below 3% but no one could
tell me how to do it. Until, that is, the
1985 NAB show.
Just as Iwas asking the Harris factory
engineer if our transmitter could be
modified, up walked Bob Hallenbeck,
the New England Harris representative,
with what appeared to be a hastily
printed sheet of paper detailing the MW50C3 modifications available to all the
current MW- 50 users.
Modification was top priority
Needless to say, making the necessary
capital budget requests for this transmitter modification was on the top of my list
when Ireturned to Boston.
Several months elapsed before Harris
called to say they were ready to come to
Boston. As it turned out, three of the
four MW-50 users in Boston had signed
up for the latest MW-50 modifications.
It appeared Iwas not alone in my desire to make a vast improvement in
transmitter performance.
The changeover to asolid state audio
driver went quite smoothly. Mike Lawrence, the Harris field service engineer,
was well versed in what needed to be
done.
With my help and that of Al Carp, our
transmitter technician, we were able to
complete the modification in one tenhour day.
Noticeable changes
The modification consisted of: 1) The
removal of the old 4CX1500A tube and
socket, and its replacement with asingle
high power FET, 2) the installation of a
new PDM oscillator board, and 3) the
addition of anew feedback network designed to overcome intermodulation
distortion.
At the end of the day we switched on
the high voltage and the transmitter
came up to full power with no problems.
The first thing Inoticed was alower supply current reading than Ihad been used
to seeing.
This was due to the fact that the newly installed FET was far superior to the
old tube when it came to amplifying
PDM square waves.
The faster switching time between full
on and full off, added to the low on-

EBS EQUIPMENT
MUM In..>

Me Vs
qt 401.1

Price
Model CEB Encoder- Decoder
Model CE Encoder Only .
Model CE with Stereo Option
Model CD Decoder Only (
REQUIRED FOR LPTV).
Receiver can be supplied to drive Decoder

$475
$330
$360
$280
$100

resistance of this FET, allowed the
4CX35000 modulator tube, which it
drives, to operate more efficiently. Therefore, less supply current was necessary
to operate the transmitter.
We were also lighting up one less
4CX1500A filament at 200 W per hour.
The people at Harris have told me that
on average, the solid state replacement
of the modulator driver saves 5 KVA of
input power.
With today's energy costs, this represents asaving of several hundred dollars
a month.
Transparency achieved
The next day we went about running
the transmitter through its paces with
our test equipment. Although there was
a decrease in IM distortion, it was not
as low as we had hoped for.
In all fairness to Harris, we had been
made aware that we were among the
first to have this modification done on

66
...making the
necessary capital
budget requests for
this transmitter
modification was on
the top of my list.
55

an MW-50 of our vintage, and that some
snags might develop.
Undaunted, we spent several days
conducting various tests and collecting
as much data as possible for the people
at the factory to analyze.
It took several months, a number of
phone calls, and another visit from Mike
Lawrence, but we were well rewarded
for our efforts.
With a few minor changes the transmitter began to perform as advertised.
The improvement was, to say the least,
outstanding. IM distortion at 70% modulation had dropped to 1.5%. The worst
case IM was 2.9% at 80% modulation.
THD was down also.
The improvement in "on air" performance was dramatic. The transmitter
had finally achieved the degree of transparency we had been looking for.
Both voices and music took on anew
clarity that was noticeable on both narrow and wideband receivers. One of our
competitors called to ask if we had
changed our audio processing. Obviously, Iwas very pleased.
As of this writing our MW-50C3 modification has been in operation for more
than a year. No problems of any kind
have developed. More importantly, the
transmitter continues to sound great.
Editor's note: For more information, contact foe DeAngelo at Harris: 217-222-8200.
The author may be reached at 617-267-1313.

• Encoder FCC Type Accepted • Decoder FCC Certified •
• Exceeds FCC Specifications •
All interconnections to the EBS equipment are made through a barrier terminal block.
No special connectors necessary. In stock—available for immediate delivery.
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BE Enhances Station's Sound
(continued from page 21)
put, and the other is aL- R modulated
10 W ( adjustable) RF output that substitutes for the transmitter carrier oscillator.
The AX- 10 RF output is 50 ohms, while
the grids of the 807 drivers were of much
higher impedance. Because of its broadbanded characteristics, we decided to try
a9:1 toroidal transformer trifilar wound
on a 2" core.
The transmitter crystal oscillator was
unplugged and the AX- 10 transformer
inserted. To our amazement, it worked
perfectly! The driver grid current was
exactly the same as when driven from
the crystal oscillator.
Then' we tackled the IPM. Most of the
distortion minimizing adjustments had
asimilar, but more critical, effect on IPM.
We tried different LC ratios in the
driver and PA tank circuits, but with little improvement.
The best we could achieve was about
-34 dB IPM, which is not as good as
might be obtained with amore recently
designed transmitter. But it is still capable of providing quite good stereo
performance.
Adjusting for optimum performance
With audio routed through the exciter,
we were ready to make it work in stereo.
Broadcast Electronics' Gil Housewright
spent two long nights adjusting the
AX- 10 for peak performance.
Actually, the system worked acceptably after only about ahalf hour of ad-

justment, but Gil wasn't satisfied until
the last decibel of separation and the
final kilohertz of flat response was
achieved.
WCZN is directional at night with a
three tower array. The antenna system is
of fairly recent design and is quite
broadbanded.
Nevertheless, the change in the system
between day and night ( which also involves a40% power change) did alter the
frequency response and separation
somewhat.
The AX-10 is designed to be automatically switched between two different
settings for " Day" and " Night" operation. There are numerous adjustments
for proper equalization, phase and delay
for both day and night.
After careful adjustment, there is virtually no change in audio quality between NDA and DA operation at most
points in the station's coverage area.
The worst case stereo separation was
25 dB, with about 29 dB being typical.
Frequency response was + 2dB from
50 Hz to 15 kHz, and THD is below 2%
from 50 Hz to 15 kHz at 85% modulation, with no reason to believe there is
a significant increase at higher
modulation.
Lightning strike
The AM stereo package was purchased from and installed by Radio Systems in Edgemont, PA. Included was an
AM Stereo Modulation Monitor manu-

factured by Motorola ( as their model
1310) and sold as the BE MA- 1.
It worked fine for months and then,
after asevere lightning strike, it indicated
low RF level.
The input fuses weren't blown, but
upon diAging deeper we found that
the circuit was not as indicated by
the schematics in the instruction book.
The monitor was still under warranty
and Motorola promptly repaired the
damage.
The Gates transmitter suffered extensive power supply damage in this storm
and the main primary fuses were
vaporized.
The only problem with the AX- I0 was
confusion of its logic, which was cured
by removing and then restoring AC
power.
Also installed at the same time was a
CRL AM stereo processing package,
which WCZN has found to provide competitive audio without sounding
overprocessed.
Frequency adjustment
Maintenance at an AM stereo station
is similar to that for FM stereo. Of particular importance is mono compatibility,
since most listeners still hear the station
on older, mono receivers.
Tape cartridge equipment in particular
must be kept accurately aligned to minimize phase errors.
There is some leeway because most listeners still use narrowband radios which

severely roll off the higher audio frequencies where phase cancellation in
tape cartridges is first audible. But this
has not been used as an excuse in the
WCZN maintenance program.
The measurable improvement in frequency response is certainly evident
when listening on awideband AM stereo receiver.
But since few of these radios are used
by listeners yet, we have boosted the upper mid-range and high frequencies with
the CRL processing. This makes the station a little harsh on a good radio, but
it sounds much better that way on an
average radio.
But why go to AM stereo in the first
place, with so few listeners in stereo?
Owner Lloyd Roach had several reasons.
"Being smaller we needed a promotional edge over other AM stations,"
Roach said. "We are perceived as being
closer to an FM station. And anew station would not appear to be new unless
we did something new."
Interestingly, WCZN has received
numerous comments to the effect that,
"ever since you've been stereo you've
sounded better," and, " why aren't other
stations stereo if you are?"
Roach says he chose C-QUAM because
Chrysler and GM decided on C-QUAM
for their AM stereo car radios. And why
the Broadcast Electronics system? "Mainly because of the good reputation of their
transmitters," said Roach.
Editor's note: For more information, contact Steve Ford at Broadcast Electronics: 217224-9600. The author may be reached at 215565-8900.
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possible.
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